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Chapter1
Introduction
In this paper, I give a detailed construction of torus equivariant elliptic cohomology, constructom
isomorphisms in this setting, and relate theseom isomorphisms to the orbifold elliptic genus.
Torus-Equivariant Elliptic Cohomology
Elliptic Cohomology In 1986, Landweber, Ravenel, and Stong [15, 11] showed how to construct
cohomology theories using the algebraic geometry of elliptic curves.eir construction and its
descendants (e.g. Goerss-Hopkins-Miller) exploit an algebraic construction called the Landweber
Exact Functoreorem. Although we now have a deep understanding of the algebraic geometry
pounder lying elliptic cohomology, there is still a great deal we do not understand. Experience with
K-theory suggests that one should try to understand equivariant elliptic cohomology.e rst
version of equivariant elliptic cohomology was constructed by Grojnowksi in 1994 [14]. He was
interested in implications for the representation theory of certain elliptic algebras: these implications
are the subject of the work of Ginzburg-Kapranov-Vasserot [12]. Greenlees constructed a rational
circle equivariant elliptic spectrum in [13]. In my thesis, I construct a torus-equivariant elliptic
cohomology along the lines suggested by Grojnowski. As far as I know, this is the rst complete
account of a torus-equivariant elliptic cohomology for tori of rank greater than one.
Let T denote the circle group. We start with a complex elliptic curve C D C= for some lattice
1
 D 2i.ZC Z/, and construct for every torus T D T r of rank r and every nite T -complex X
(or a T -space of homotopy type of a nite T -complex) a sheaf ET .X/ of OCr -algebras over Cr . It
is simplest to describe the stalks of ET .X/. IfK is a compact subgroup of the torus T of rank r ,
dene a subgroup CK of Cr by CK WD hom.hom.K;T /;C/. For a point a 2 Cr we deneHa to be
the smallest compact subgroupH of T such that a 2 CH .e stalk of ET .X/ at a 2 Cr is
ET .X/a D H T .XHa IC/˝CŒz O0; (1-1)
whereO0 is the local ring of germs of holomorphic functions on Cr around 0, which is aH T .pt/ Š
CŒz1;    ; zr  DW CŒz- module, and XHa is the Ha xed subspace of X . Our rst result is the
construction of torus equivariant elliptic cohomology.
eorem 1.0.1 ere is a torus-equivariant cohomology theory, ET . /, on nite torus equivariant
complexes, with values in the category of sheaves of OCr -algebras, whose stalks are given by (1-1).
om Isomorphism andomSection LetX be a T -space, soET .X/ is a sheaf ofOCr - algebras.
If V=X is a T - equivariant complex vector bundle, then theom isomorphism in ordinary coho-
mology makesET .XV / an invertibleET .X/module, but it may not be trivializable. A trivialization
of ET .XV /, if it exists, is called aom section for V=X in the cohomology theory ET .
Rosu and [Ando-Basterra, Ando, Ando-Greenlees] have constructed variousom sections in
circle-equivariant elliptic cohomology.ey used this construction to give a proof of the rigidity
of the various elliptic genera. In my thesis, I constructom sections in T -equivariant elliptic
cohomology extending the sigma orientation of Ando, Hopkins and Strickland [1] and also extending
the two-variable orientation of Borisov and Libgober [7].
To explain this, note that ET enjoys a completion isomorphism in the style of Atiyah-Segal
ET .X/
^
0 Š E.ET T X/:
e le hand side refers to the completion of the stalk of ET .X/ at the origin of Cr , while the right
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hand side refers to the non-equivariant elliptic cohomology of the indicated Borel construction.
Denition 1.0.2 Given a power series f .z/ D z C o.z2/ 2 CŒŒz, the orientation determined by f
is the map from complex cobordism to even periodic cohomology
MU. /! H. ICŒu; u 1/;
such that if L is a complex line bundle, then its euler class ef .L/ is f .c1L/. If the power series f .z/
is analytic near 0 2 C, then we call the associated orientation an analytic orientation.
A priori, given a T -equivariant complex vector bundle V=X , theom isomorphism determined
by f goes fromHT .X/b˝CŒzCŒŒz to eHT .XV /b˝CŒzCŒŒz. Rosu [16] observed the following basic
fact.
Proposition 1.0.3 If f gives an analytic orientation and V=X is T-equivariant complex vector bundle,
then there is aom isomorphism in holomorphic T -equivariant cohomology:
.V / W HT .X/˝CŒz O0 Š ! eHT .XV /˝CŒz O0
y 7!p.y/ [omTf .V /
whereomTf .V / is the Borel equivariantom class : om
T
f .V / WD omf .ET T V / and
p W VT ! XT is the projection.
Notice that the holomorphic T -equivariant cohomologyHT .X/˝CŒz O0 is exactly the stalk at
0 of the sheaf ET .X/. With the help of the topological Riemann-Roch theorem, we can glue these
om isomorphisms .V Ha/ and derive the desiredom isomorphism ET .X/ Š eET .XV /.
Denition 1.0.4 Given an analytic orientation f and V=X a T -equivariant complex virtual vector
bundle over a T -space of the homotopy type of a nite T complexX , aom section extending f is
a global section   of ET .XV / which coincides with the equivariantom classomTf .V / on the
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stalk at 0 2 Cr :
 0 DomTf .V / 2 H T .XV /˝CŒz O0
e second objective of my thesis is the existence ofom sections, which generalizes Ando and
Basterra’s work [3, 2] on the circle T D T case.
eorem 1.0.5 om sections exist the following cases:
 ere is aom section extending the sigma orientation of [1] if the Borel Chern classes cT1 .V / D
cT2 .V / D 0;
 ere is aom section extending the orbifold elliptic orientation given by Borisov and Libgober’s
two-variable elliptic genera [7] if the Borel Chern class cT1 .V / D 0;
In this paper we give a detailed proof for T D T 2 case and sketch the argument for higher rank
cases. As an application of the rst case we prove the rigidity theorem of T -equivariant Witten
genus [9, 3, 2].
Orbifold Elliptic Genus As a second application of our torus-equivariant elliptic cohomology, we
show that it is the natural receptacle for orbifold genera. We concentrate on the orbifold elliptic
genus which was rst introduced under the inuence of string theory [10], and studied extensively
by Borisov and Libgober [7]:
Denition 1.0.6 LetM be a smooth manifoldM acted upon by a nite groupG, the orbifold elliptic
genus of .M;G/ is an orbifold invariant given by
El lorb.M;G/ D 1j G j
X
ghDhg
˚g;h
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where
˚g;h D
Z
Mg\Mh
Y  uj
f .uj /
Y e.g/z
f .xi C .g/   .h//

f .z/ D .z; /
.z   x; /
.z; / D  ie i4 .e z2   e z2 / 
Y
n1
 
1   e2inez 1   e2ine z 1   e2in
(1-2)
and uj ’s and xj ’s are formal Chern roots:
c.M g \M h/ D
Y
.1   uj /
c
 
.M g \M h ,!M/ DY.1   xj /
Here .g/; .h/ are the rotation numbers of g; h of the tangent bundle TM jMg\Mh
Analytic Equivariant Genus In [4], Ando and French sketch how Grojnowski’sT -equivariant
elliptic cohomology may be used to produce the orbifold elliptic genus for total quotient orbifolds by
nite cyclic groups. In this thesis, we use T -equivariant elliptic cohomology to produce precisely the
formula for the orbifold elliptic genus associated to a nite abelian group.
LetG be a nite abelian group. We dene theG-equivariant elliptic cohomology as follows: rst
x an isomorphism
G Š Z=n1    Z=nr Š ZŒ1=n1
Z
     ZŒ1=nr 
Z
,! .R=Z/r Š T r D T:
Inspired by Shapiro’s Lemma we dene EG.M/ WD ET .T G M/. It turns out that ifM is a G-
manifold then El lG.M/ is a metropolitan sheaf (collection of skyscraper sheaves) supported at
CŒn1      CŒnr .
Next we embed the groupG G into Cr by
..g1CZ;    ; grCZ/; .h1CZ;    ; hrCZ// 7! .2i.g1Ch1/C;    ; 2i.grChr/C/
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We observe that this formula identies G  G with CŒn1      CŒnr  DW CŒG. Using this
identication we have our third objective:
eorem 1.0.7 ere is aom section extending the orbifold elliptic orientation   2 EG.M TM /
for the the virtual vector bundle  TM , where TM is the tangent bundle ofM . Pushing forward   to
EG.pt/ using Pontrjagin-om map S0 !M TM we have a global section of OCŒG. In the stalk at
.g; h/ it coincides with the integrand in the summand 	g; h of equation (1-2).
Organization We sketch the organization of this paper. In chapter 2, we construct the torus
equivariant elliptic cohomology. In chapter 3, we recall the notion of equivariant classifying spaces
and equivariant characteristic classes. In chapter 4, we prove the existence of theom section. In
chapter 5, we describe its relation to orbifold elliptic genus.
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Chapter2
Equivariant Elliptic Cohomology
Let C D C= be a complex elliptic curve with lattice  and T a torus of rank d . In this chapter
we construct, for a T -space X of the homotopy type of a nite T - CW complex, a T - equivariant
elliptic cohomology which is a sheaf ET .X/ of OCd algebra. We rst recall in section 2.1 the notion
ofG-CW complexes. In section 2.2 we dene the cover of Cd we use to construct the sheaf ET .X/.
In section 2.3 we give an explicit construction of the T -equivariant elliptic cohomology ET . /. In
section 2.4 we discussom isomorphisms in this context.
2.1 G - CW complexes
ere is a model category structure onG-spaces in whichG-CW complexes are cobrant. A map f
of G-spaces is a weak equivalence or bration if and only if for each closed subgroupH of G the
map f H (induced onH -xed points) is a weak equivalence or bration of topological spaces.e
generating cobrations are those maps .G=H  Sn 1/! .G=H Dn/ where n  0 andH runs
through the closed subgroups ofG.e generating acyclic cobrations are the maps .G=H Dn/!
.G=H Dn  I /.is category is symmetric monoidal under the cartesian product ofG-spaces,
whereG acts diagonally.
We recall the notion of aG-CW-complex.
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Denition 2.1.1 (G -CW-complex) Let G be a group. A G-CW-complex X is a G-space together
with aG-invariant ltration
; D X 1  X0  X1  : : :  Xn  : : : 
[
n0
Xn D X
such that X carries the colimit topology with respect to this ltration (i.e., a set C  X is closed if
and only if C \Xn is closed in Xn for all n  0) and Xn is obtained from Xn 1 for each n  0 by
attaching equivariant n-dimensional cells, i.e., there exists aG-pushout
a
i2In
G=Hi  Sn 1
`
i2In q
n
i- Xn 1
a
i2In
G=Hi Dn
? `
i2InQ
n
i- Xn
?
(2-1)
e subgroupsHi which occur in this description are called the isotropy subgroups of the G-
CW-complex X . AG-CW-complex X is called nite if it is built by nitely many equivariant cells
G=H Dn. AG-map f WX ! Y ofG-CW -complexes is called cellular if f .Xn/  Yn holds for
all n.
Remark 2.1.2: Given a niteG-CW-complex X , there is an equivariant cell decomposition
X D
[
i
Dni   G=Hi; (2-2)
here Hi are compact subgroups of G. From the G- pushout diagram (2-1) we know that for any
compact subgroupK < G, we have the invariant subspace
XK D
[
KHi
Dni  .G=Hi/:
Hence ifK is not contained in any of those isotropy subgroupsHi , we have XK D ;.
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2.2 Adapted Covers
Given a T -space of the homotopy type of a nite T -CW-complex X , we dene the adapted cover
U D U.X/ of Cd , where d is the rank of the torus T .
We rst dene two notations we will use throughout this paper.
Denition 2.2.1 LetG be a compact Lie group, we deneG_ WD hom.G;T / the character group
ofG and CG WD hom.G_;C/.
For example, we have CTT D hom..T  T /_;C/ D hom.Z2;C/ D C2. Similarly CT Š Cd
where d is the rank of the torus T . We also write CT for hom.T _;C/ D Cd to emphasize its
functoriality with respect to T .
Lemma 2.2.2 LetH < G be an inclusion of compact Lie groups.en we have CH  CG . Also if
H;K are two subgroups, then CH \ CK D CH\K .
Proof. Clearly, taking hom. ;T / we have a induced epimorphismG_ H_. Since the elliptic
curve C is a Z- divisible abelian group hence an injective Z module, the functor hom. ;C/ is
exact. Hence we have the desired inclusion CH  CG .e second statement follows from diagram
chasing. 
Denition 2.2.3 Let ˛ be a point in CT , we deneH˛ be the smallest compact subgroupH of T
such that ˛ 2 Im.CH ! CT /.
Remark 2.2.4: From the above lemma (2.2.2) we know thatH˛ exists and that
H˛  K” ˛ 2 CK :
Denition 2.2.5 Let  W CT ! CT be the quotient map induced from C ! C= D C. An
open set U  CT is called small if  1U is a disjoint union of connected components V such that
 jV WV ! U is an isomorphism.
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Remark 2.2.6: IfU is a small open set containing the origin ofCT , then there is a unique component
V of  1U containing 0 2 CT .is determines aCŒz1;    ; zd - algebra structure onOU , the sheaf
of holomorphic functions on U .
Assume that the T -space X has the homotopy type of a nite T -CW-complex
X '
[
i
Dni   T=Hi:
LetA D fHig be the collection of these isotropy subgroups Hi . We dene a relation on CT as
follows: given points ˛; ˇ 2 CT we say ˛  ˇ if, for anyH 2A and ˇ 2 CH implies ˛ 2 CH .
Denition 2.2.7 A coverU D fU˛ j ˛ 2 CT g ofCT is called adapted toA if it satises the following
conditions:
(i) ˛ 2 U˛, and U˛   ˛ is small.
(ii) If U˛ \ Uˇ ¤ ;, then either ˛  ˇ or ˇ  ˛.
(iii) If ˛  ˇ, and for someH 2A we have ˛ 2 CH but ˇ … CH , then Uˇ \ CH D ;.
(iv) If U˛ \ Uˇ ¤ ;, and both ˛ and ˇ belong to CH for someH 2A, then ˛ and ˇ belong to
the same connected component of CH .
eorem 2.2.8 Such an adapted cover exists. Any renement ofU is still adapted.
Proof. DeneH WD fCH j H 2 Ag, andH 0 D the set of all connected component of the
elements inH . Notice thatH 0 is a nite set. We put a metric, call it dist, on CT which yields its
usual topology.
Let ˛ 2 CT . If ˛ 2 D for allD 2H 0, then we just choose U˛ such that ˛ 2 U˛ and U˛   ˛ is
small. If, on the contrary, there exists a connected component C 2H 0 such that ˛ … C , then take
U˛ a ball of center ˛ and radius d > 0, with
d <
1
2
min
D2H0;˛…D
dist.˛;D/
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and such that U˛   ˛ is small.
We show that fU˛g is adapted: Condition 1 is automatic.
Condition 2: let ˛; ˇ be such thatU˛ \Uˇ ¤ ;. Suppose that we have neither ˛  ˇ, nor ˇ  ˛.
en by the denition of  there exist two compact subgroupsK;L of T such that ˛ 2 CKŸCL
and ˇ 2 CLŸCK . But from the denition of U˛ it follows that U˛ is a ball centered at ˛ and radius
d < 1
2
dist.˛;CL/  12 dist.˛; ˇ/ because ˇ 2 CL. Similarly, Uˇ is a ball centered at ˇ with radius
< 1
2
dist.˛; ˇ/, so U˛ \ Uˇ D ;, contradiction.
Condition 3: follows from construction that Uˇ is a ball centered at ˇ whose radius is <
1
2
dist.ˇ;CH /.
Condition 4: let ˛; ˇ 2 CH be such that U˛ \ Uˇ ¤ ;. Suppose ˛ and ˇ belong to dierent
connected components of CH .en by the same type of reasoning as above, it follows that the radii
of U˛ and Uˇ are smaller than 12 dist.˛; ˇ/, so U˛ and Uˇ cannot possibly intersect, which again
leads to a contradiction.e statement about renement is clear. 
2.3 Construction ofET .X/
LetX be a T -space of homotopy type of a nite T -CW-complex. LetU be an adapted cover dened
in previous section 2.2. For ˛ 2 CT we dene X˛ WD XH˛ the subspace of X xed byH˛.
Denition 2.3.1 Dene a sheaf F˛ on U˛ by taking , for any open U  U˛,
F˛.U / WD HT .X˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/
where OCT is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on CT .eH T module structure ofHT .X˛/ is
induced by the natural map X˛ ! pt . And theH T module structure of OCT .U   ˛/ is induced
by the inclusionH T Š CŒz1;    ; zd  ,! OCT .U   ˛/ Š OCT .U   ˛/ the ring of holomorphic
functions in the neighborhood U   ˛ of the origin.
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WedenoteCŒz asCŒz1;    ; zd . To glue theseF˛ , we need to consider˛; ˇ such thatU˛\Uˇ ¤
;. By the denition of adapted cover, we may assume ˛  ˇ.is gives usH˛  Hˇ , and hence an
inclusion i W Xˇ  X˛.
To glue the sheaf into a sheaf on CT , we need the following result :
We start with a well-known proposition which says that the ring of coecients of (complex)
T -equivariant cohomology is the polynomial algebra onCT , the complex Lie algebra of T .
Proposition 2.3.2 If T is an abelian compact Lie group, there is a natural isomorphism
S.CT / Š H T ;
where S. / denotes the symmetric algebra, and CT is the dual of CT .
Proof. Algebraically, T _ D hom.T;T / is the group of irreducible characters of T , so for  2 T _
consider the complex vector bundle
V D ET T C;
over the classifying space BT , where the map T ! C is given by .en the rst Chern class of V
gives a natural isomorphism c1 W T _ ! H 2.BT;Z/.
If T is a torus, then we knew that T _ can be identied with the dual of the integer latticeT , so
by tensoring themap c1 withC, we get the natural isomorphism c1 W CT D T ˝C ! H 2.BT;C/.
Taking symmetric products, we get the desired isomorphism.
If T is a general (non-connected) compact abelian Lie group, the isomorphism still holds, since
both domain and codomain depend only on the connected component of T containing the identity,
which is a torus. 
e next theorem is essentially the Localizationeorem of Borel and Hsiang (see Atiyah and
Bott [6])
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eorem 2.3.3 (Localizationeorem) LetX be a nite T -CW complex, and fU˛g a cover adapted
toX . Let ˛  ˇ be points in CT . Assume ; ¤ U  U˛ \Uˇ is an open subset.en the natural map
i ˝ 1 W HT .X˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/! HT .Xˇ /˝HT OCT .U   ˛/
is an isomorphism.
Proof. e case when X˛ D Xˇ is trivial, so we assume the contrary.en there exists a compact
subgroupL of T such that ˛ 2 CL and ˇ … CL.en Condition 3 from Denition 2.2.7 implies that
Uˇ \ CL D ;. But CL D ˛ C CL, so we deduce that .U   ˛/ \ CL D ;.is means that for every
x 2 U   ˛ we have x … CL.
Now we will prove that whenever x … CL, i becomes an isomorphism if tensored with OCT ;x .
is is enough for us, because we can regard the statement to be proved as a statement about sheaves,
and we are proving the isomorphism stalkwise.
Now notice that we have
X˛ D
[
˛2CHi
Dni  .T=Hi/
this implies that X˛ is built from Xˇ by adding cells of the formDn  .T=L/, with ˛ 2 CL and
ˇ … CL. So it is enough to show that, when tensored with OCT ;x over H T , the ring HT
 
Dn 
.T=L/; Sn 1  .T=L/ becomes zero. Or, equivalently, it is enough to have H T .T=L/ D H L
become zero aer tensoring with OCT ;x . We therefore proceed to show thatH L ˝HT OCT ;x is the
zero algebra.
Via the covering  W CT ! CT , it is enough to show that ifCL WD  1.CL/ is the preimage of
CL, and x … CL, thenH L˝HT OCT ;x D 0. Denote by IL the kernel of the surjective map of algebras
H T ! H L . It is clear that IL killsH L as anH T -module.e vector space lC is the vanishing set
of IL, so since x … CL, there exists a polynomial p in IL such that p.x/ ¤ 0.is means that p is
invertible in OCT ;x , hence 1˝ p is invertible inH L ˝HT OCT ;x . By the balancing property of the
tensor product, we know that 1˝ p D 0, because p goes to zero via the mapH T ! H L . So we
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found an element inH L ˝HT OCT ;x which is invertible and zero at the same time.is can only
happen ifH L ˝HT OCT ;x is the zero algebra. 
Next, we shall use the translation map tˇ ˛ W U   ˇ ! U   ˛.is induces a map
tˇ ˛ W OCT .U   ˛/! OCT .U   ˇ/:
e problem is that it is not a map of H T module. However it is a map of H K algebra, where
K D T=Hˇ .
We need one more result:
Proposition 2.3.4 LetZ be a nite T -CW complex which is xed by a compact subgroupH of T . Let
K D T=H .ere is a natural isomorphism of ordinary Borel equivariant cohomology
HK.Z/˝HK H T Š HT .Z/: (2-3)
In particular, letH D Hˇ we have a natural isomorphism
ˇ ˛ W HT .Xˇ /˝HT OCT .U   ˛/! HK.Xˇ /˝HK OCT .U   ˛/
1˝t ˇ ˛     ! HK.Xˇ /˝
H
K
OCT .U   ˇ/! HT .Xˇ /˝HT OCT .U   ˇ/
Proof. We shall apply the Eilenberg-Moore Spectral Sequence to this pullback diagram
ET T Z - BT
EK K Z
? q - BK
p
?
(2-4)
Let us verify the conditions that diagram (2-4) need to satisfy: First, the short exact sequence 0!
H ! T ! K ! 0 induces a bration sequence BH ! BT p! BK and 1.BK/ D 0.K/ D 0
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sinceK D T=H is connected, for being a quotient of T .
Check this is a pullback diagram:e map p W T ! K induces a map  W ET ! EK satisfying
.et/ D .e/p.t/ for e 2 ET . Write the map ET T K ! EK K Z W Œe; z 7! Œ.e/; z. Write
the pullback as
S WD f.Œe; pt; Œe0; z/ 2 .ET T pt/  .EK K Z/ j Œ.e/; pt D Œe0; pt g: (2-5)
Dene a map ET T Z ! S by
	 W ET T Z ! S W Œe; z 7! .Œe; pt; Œ.e/; z/:
For .Œe; pt; Œe0; z/ 2 S this means Œ.e/; pt D Œe0; pt  and hence there exists a k 2 K such that
e0 D .e/k. Li k to t 2 T such that tH D k 2 K D T=H and hence e0 D .e/k D .et/. Now
dene a map S ! ET T Z by
˚ W S ! ET T Z W .Œe; pt; Œe0; z/ 7! Œet; z:
e map ˚ is well-dened (independent of the choice of t) since Z is H -xed. Easy to see that
˚ ı 	 D Id and 	 ı ˚ D Id .is gives us ET T Z is the desired pullback S .
e E2 term of Eilenberg-Moore Spectral Sequence is (the coecient ring is the eldC)
E
p;q
2 D TorH
.BK/
p;q
 
H .BT /;H .EK K Z/
) H .ET T Z/ D HT .Z/: (2-6)
We can derive (2-3) from (2-6) once we show thatH .BT IC/ is a freeH .BKIC/module. For
this, consider the Serre Spectral Sequence for the bration BH ! BT ! BK, its E2 terms are
H .BH/˝C H .BK/) H .BT / (2-7)
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Recall these facts:
(i) the cohomology ringH .BGIC/ for a compact connected Lie groupG is a polynomial ring
with even degree generators overC;
(ii) H.BG/ D H.BG0/0G for (disconnected) compact groupG andG0 its connected compo-
nent containing the identity.
UsingG D H , this makesH .BT / a freeH .BK/-module concentrating in even degrees. Hence
the spectral sequence collapses at E2-terms:
E
p;q
2 D
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
0 if p  1
H .BT /˝H.BK/ H .EK K Z/ if p D 0
(2-8)
Notice thatH .BT /˝H.BK/H .EK K Z/ is justH T ˝HK H K.Z/.is completes the proof.
We now can dene the patching functions
Denition 2.3.5 Dene ˛ˇ W F˛.U /! Fˇ .U / as the composite map
HT .X
˛/˝HT OCT .U  ˛/
i˝1   ! HT .Xˇ /˝HT OCT .U  ˛/
 ˇ ˛   ! HT .Xˇ /˝HT OCT .U  ˇ/
Proposition 2.3.6 ˛ˇ is an isomorphism.
Proof. is follows from Propositions 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. 
Proposition 2.3.7 e maps ˛ˇ satises the cocycle condition, that is ˇ ı ˛ˇ D ˛ on every
nonempty intersection U˛ \ Uˇ \ U ¤ ;.
Proof. Diagram chasing. Note that when ˇ   thenHˇ xesX . So we can replaceXˇ byX in
m 2.3.3. 
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We call the sheaf constructed aboveFU. We now try to remove the dependence of the coverU as
follows: LetU andV be two covers adapted to X .en any common renementW is going to be
adapted as well, and the corresponding maps of sheavesFU ! FW  FV are isomorphisms on
stalks, hence isomorphisms of sheaves.erefore we can omit the subscriptU and call this sheaf F
or ET .X/.
eorem 2.3.8 ET . / is a T -equivariant cohomology theory on spaces of the homotopy type of nite
T -complexes, with values in the category of sheaves of OCT -algebras.
Proof. We start by showing that the construction ofET .X/ is natural. LetX and Y be two spaces of
the homotopy type of nite T -CW complexes, and f W X ! Y a T -equivariant map between them.
We want to dene a map of sheaves f  W ET .Y /! ET .X/ with the properties that 1X D 1ET .X/
and .fg/ D gf . Consider two T -cell decompositions of X and Y , and letA be the collection
of all compact subgroups L of T such thatDn  .T=L/ appears in the cell decomposition of either
X or Y . LetU be a cover adapted toA. Since f is T -equivariant, for each ˛ we get by restriction a
map f˛ W X˛ ! Y ˛.is induces for all U  U˛ a map f ˛ ˝ 1 W HT .Y ˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/!
HT .X
˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/, which commutes with restrictions.erefore, we obtain a sheaf map
f ˛ W F˛.Y / ! F˛.X/. To get our global map f , we only have to check that the maps f ˛ glue
well, i.e. that they commute with the gluing maps ˛ˇ .is follows easily from the naturality of
ordinary equivariant cohomology, and from the naturality in X of the isomorphismHT .Xˇ / Š
HK.X
ˇ /˝HK H T . (See Proposition 2.3.4 withZ D Xˇ ,H D H.ˇ/ andK D T=H .)
Let .X;A/ be a pair, i.e. A is a closed subspace of X and the inclusion map A ! X is T -
equivariant. We then dene ET .X;A/ as the kernel of the map j  W ET .X=A/! ET .pt/, where
j W pt D A=A ! X=A is the inclusion map. If f W .X;A/ ! .Y; B/ is a map of pairs of nite
T -CW complexes, then f  W ET .Y; B/ ! ET .X;A/ is dened as the unique map induced on
the corresponding kernels from f  W ET .Y / ! ET .X/.e last denition we need is of the
coboundary map. If .X;A/ is a pair, we want to dene ı W ET .A/! EC1T .X;A/.is is obtained
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by gluing the maps
ı˛ ˝ 1 W HT .A˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/! H C1T .X˛; A˛/˝HT OCT .U   ˛/;
where ı˛ W H T .A˛/ ! H C1T .X˛; A˛/ is the usual coboundary map.e maps ı˛ ˝ 1 glue well,
because ı˛ is natural.
To check the usual axioms of a cohomology theory (naturality, exact sequence of a pair, and
excision) for ET . /, recall that it was obtained by gluing the sheaves F˛ along the maps ˛ˇ . Since
the sheaves F˛ were dened usingHT .X˛/, the properties of ordinary T -equivariant cohomology
pass on to ET . /, as long as tensoring with OCT .U   ˛/ overH T preserves exactness. But this is
implied by the fact that analytic structure sheaf of Cd is at over the algebraic structure sheaf of
Cd . 
2.4 Equivariant Elliptic Cohomology forom Spaces
2.4.1 Orientations
DenoteHP the even periodic ordinary cohomology with complex coecient, that is
HP. / D H. ICŒu; u 1/;
where juj D  2.
LetW be the Weyl group of the compact Lie groupG with maximal torus T of rank d . Let f
be aW -invariant holomorphic function on CT Š T _ ˝ C. By the splitting principle, the Taylor
expansion of f at the origin denes a class inHP.BG/. Suppose thatQ is a principalG-bundle
over X , with the property thatQT is a principalG-bundle over XT WD ET T X .en we get a
Borel equivariant class
f .QT / 2 HP.XT /;
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which is an element ofHP.XT / D HC.XT /ŒŒz1;    ; zd . Rosu [16] proved that this class lies in a
smaller ring.
Lemma 2.4.1 e class f .QT / is in fact an element ofHC.XT /˝HT OCd .
Proof. Rosu proved this result in the case thatG D U.d/, T D T and
f .z/ D
Y
g.zj /
where g 2 OC;0 and z D .z1;    ; zd / 2 CT . Since f .QT / is continuously dierentiable in each
complex variable separately.is lemma follows because the function f is holomorphic if and only
if it is holomorphic in each variable separately. 
An important example of a holomorphic characteristic class is the Euler class associated to a
“multiplicative analytic orientation”. A power series
f .z/ D z C higher terms 2 HP.BT / Š CŒŒz
satisfying
f . z/ D  f .z/
determines a multiplicative orientation (map of homotopy commutative ring spectra)
 WMSO ! HP;
characterized by the property that if
V D L1 C    C Ld
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is a sum of complex line bundles, then its Euler class is
e.V / D
Y
j
f .c1Lj /:
If V is an oriented vector bundle, we writeom.V / 2 HP.XV / for the resultingom class.
It is multiplicative in the sense that
om.V ˚W / Dom.V / ^om.W / (2-9)
under the isomorphism
.X  Y /V˚W Š XV ^ Y W :
Denition 2.4.2 e orientation  is analytic if f is contained in the subring OC;0  CŒŒz of
germs of holomorphic functions at 0; equivalently, if there is a neighborhood U of 0 in C on which
the power series f converges to a holomorphic function.
Lemma 2.4.1 implies the following.
Corollary 2.4.3 [16] If  is analytic and V is an oriented T -vector bundle over a compact T -spaceX ,
then the Euler class e associated to  satises
e.VT / 2 H.XT /˝HT OCT ;0:
If ˚ denotes the standardom isomorphism, then
e˚.VT /om.VT / D e.VT /om˚.VT /;
and e˚.VT / D u  e.VT / for some unit u. Of course multiplication byom˚.VT / induces an
isomorphism
H.XT / Š eH.XT VT /; (2-10)
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we use Atiyah’s notationH.V /W D eH.XV / andHT .V / D H.VT / D eH.XT VT / . So we have the
following.
Corollary 2.4.4 ere is a neighborhood U of the origin in CT such that
om.VT / 2 HT .V /˝CŒz OCT .U /
and such that multiplication by this class induces an isomorphism of sheaves
HT .X/˝CŒz OU  !Š HT .V /˝CŒz OU :
In other words, for every open set U 0  U , multiplication byom.VT / induces an isomorphism
.V / W HT .X/˝CŒz OCT .U 0/
Š ! HT .V /˝CŒz OCT .U 0/: (2-11)
Example 2.4.5 For example, let  D .u; q/ denote the expression
 D .u 12   u  12 /
Y
n1
.1   qnu/.1   qnu 1/
.1   qn/2 : (2-12)
is may be considered as an element of ZŒŒqŒu˙ 12  which is a holomorphic function of .u 12 ; q/ 2
C D, where D D fq 2 Cj0 < jqj < 1g. Let H D f 2 CjIm > 0g be the open upper half
plane. We may consider  as a holomorphic function of .z; / 2 A1an  H by
ur D erz
qr D e2ir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for r 2 Q. It is easy to check using (2-12) that
. z/ D  .z/
.z/ D z C o.z2/

 
z C 2i.l C k/ D . 1/lCk exp     kz   ik2.z/:
(2-13)
e equations (2-13) imply that the Taylor expansion of  at the origin denes a multiplicative
analytic orientation, called the sigma orientation [1],
MSO
˙ ! HP:
2.4.2 om Isomorphisms
Now suppose that V is a T -equivariant complex vector bundle over X . Let ET .V / denote the
reduced equivariant elliptic cohomology of the one-point compactication of V . We seek for aom
isomorphism E.X/ Š E.V /. On each stalk a 2 CT we haveom isomorphism .V a/ of (2-11).
e problem is that given two points a; b 2 CT such that a  b and henceHa  Hb , the diagram
HT .X
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
.V a/- HT .V
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
HT .X
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i
?
.V b/- HT .V
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i
?
(2-14)
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is not commutative. Instead, by topological Riemann-Rocheorem, we have the following commu-
tative diagram
HT .X
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
.V a/- HT .V
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
HT .X
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i  e.V a=V b/
?
.V b/- HT .V
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i
?
(2-15)
where e.V a=V b/ is the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle .V b ,! V a/. In this following
we restrict to T D T 2 case.
Denition 2.4.6 Given a T - equivariant complex vector bundle V=X and an orientation function
f .z/ D z C a1z2 C a2z3 C    , we say a coverU D fUa j a 2 CT g of CT is adapted to the pair
.V=X; f / if this cover is adapted toX , theom spaceXV and the following conditions hold (when
the torus T D T 2 ): Let a; b 2 CT be two points in CT such that the xed subspaces Xa; Xb and
xed subbundles V a; V b are all nonempty andUa\Ub ¤ ;. We may suppose that a  b and hence
Ha  Hb . Consider the following bundle decomposition on each connected component F of XT2 :
V a jFD V b jF ˚
M
i
V.mi ; ni/;
where T 2 acts on V.mi ; ni/ berwise by the character .u; v/ 7! umivni . Whenever the above
situation happens, we require that
(i) the open setUb a does not intersect the compact setS WD [if.z; z0/ 2 CT j mizCniz0 D 0g.
(ii) if g.z/ D f .z/=z D 1 C a1z C a2z2 C    , then the function g.miz C niz0/ ¤ 0 for
.z; z0/ 2 Ua \ Ub   a  CT .
Proposition 2.4.7 Such adapted cover exists.
We postpone the proof to page 52.
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Suppose then that V is a complex vector bundle over X . Let  be a multiplicative analytic
orientation. Let e D eT be the associated (equivariant) Euler class. We dene a class Œ; V  2
H 1.CT IET .X// as follows. Choose an open cover adapted to the pair .V; /. Suppose that a; b
are two points of CT , such that Ua \ Ub is non-empty: we may suppose that a  b . Suppose that
U  Ua \ Ub .
Lemma 2.4.8 ere is a unit e.a; b/ 2 ET .X/.U / such that eT .V b/e.a; b/ D eT .V a jXb/. More-
over we have
e.a; a/ D 1
for all a, and
e.a; b/e.b; c/ D e.a; c/
whenever that makes sense.
In order to prove this lemma we need a better understanding of the subgroupsHa  T 2, we
postpone the proof to page 51
Let Œ; V  2 H 1.C IET .X// be the cohomology class dened by the e.a; b/. Let ET .X/Œ;V 
denote the resulting invertible sheaf of ET .X/-modules over C: Explicitly, the sheaf ET .X/Œ;V  is
assembled from the sheaves
ET .X/a.U / D HT .Xa/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
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over Ua, using the sequence of isomorphisms
ET;a.X/.U / Š HT .Xa/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i˝1   ! HT .Xb/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
e.a;b/    ! HT .Xb/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/

b a   ! HT .Xb/˝CŒz OCT .U   b/
Š ET;b.X/.U /
as transition functions to assemble a sheaf over C .
Proposition 2.4.9 IfV is a T oriented-bundle, then theom isomorphism  induces an isomorphism
ET .X/
Œ;V  Š ET .V /
of sheaves of ET .X/-modules.
Proof. LetU be a cover adapted toX andXV . Let a  b be two points in CT such that there is an
open set ; ¤ U  Ua \ Ub .en the diagram
HT .X
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
- HT .V
a/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
HT .X
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
e.a; b/i
?
- HT .V
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   a/
i
?
HT .X
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   b/

b a
?
- HT .V
b/˝CŒz OCT .U   b/

b a
?
(2-16)
commutes.e le column describes the sheaf ET .X/Œ;V  and the right column is for ET .V /. 
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Chapter3
Equivariant Classifying Spaces and
Characteristic Classes
In this chapter we discuss equivariant classifying spaces and characteristic classes from several
dierent points of view. In Sec. 3.1, we discuss the equivariant classifying spaces and their xed
subspaces. In Sec. 3.2 we discuss characteristic classes via the splitting principle and formal roots. In
Sect. 3.3 we apply the earlier sections to calculate the cohomology of the rst few covers ofBU . Most
of material is well-known, we only state denitions and results here. For proofs we recommend [2, 5].
3.1 e Classifying Space for Equivariant Complex Vector
Bundles
LetG be a compact Lie group. In this section, we review various aspects of the classifying spaces for
G-equivariant complex vector bundles.
e classifying space for equivariant complex vector bundles Just as in the non-equivariant case,
we may pass between U.n/-freeG  U.n/-spaces, orG-equivariant principal U.n/-bundles, and
G-equivariant complex vector bundles of rank n.
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eG spaceBU.n/ can be constructed as the quotientEU.n/=U.n/,whereEU.n/ is aGU.n/
space with the property that, for allK  G  U.n/,
EU.n/K '  ifK \ U.n/ D 1
EU.n/K D ; otherwise.
Let
BU D colimnBU.n/:
eG-space BU classies stable vector bundles of virtual dimension 0, and theG-space BU  Z
classies arbitrary stable vectorbundles.Wehave omitted theG from the notation forBU.n/ andBU ,
because forH  G, theH -space underlying BU.n/ is the classifyingH -space forH -equivariant
U.n/-bundles.
Fixed points Let H be a closed subgroup of G, we can identify the H -xed points of BU.n/,
and BU . IfH is a compact Lie group, we write H_ for the set of isomorphism classes of simple
(complex) representations ofH , so that if A is an abelian group then A_ Š hom.A;T / is its group
of characters.
For a representation V ofH we make the following denitions. We write U.V / for the group of
unitary automorphisms of V , and we writeZ.V / for the centralizer ofH in U.V /, so
Z.V / D AutH .V / D fx 2 U.V /jxhx 1 D h for all h 2 H g:
For S 2 H_, we dene VS to be the S-isotypical summand, so
V Š
M
S2H_
VS ;
and we set
dS;V D dimhom.S; V /:
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By Schur’s Lemma we have an isomorphism ofH -modules
homH .S; V /˝ S Š VS ;
whereH acts trivially on homH .S; V /; and an isomorphism of groups
AutH .V / Š
Y
S2H_
Aut.homH .S; V // Š
Y
S2H_
U.dS;V /: (3-1)
e set of isomorphism classes of n-dimensional representations ofH is
hom.H;U.n//=conjugacy:
It is convenient to choose a set of representatives
Repn.H/  hom.H;U.n//:
Proposition 3.1.1 For any compact Lie groupH there is an equivalence of nonequivariant spaces
BU.n/H '
a
V 2Repn.H/
BZ.V / D
a
V 2Repn.H/
Y
S2H_
BU.dS;V /: (3-2)
Passing to limits we nd the xed points in the stable case. We dene JU.H/ to be the ideal of
virtual representations of rank 0 in the complex representation ring R.H/:
Proposition 3.1.2 ere is an equivalence of nonequivariant spaces
BUH ' JU.H/ 
Y
˛2H_
BU; (3-3)
where the product is topologized as the direct limit of the nite products.
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Classifying spaces for SU -bundles Next we consider the classifying space BSU.n/ of rank n
bundles with determinant 1:is can be constructed as ESU.n/=SU.n/ where ESU.n/ is the
universal SU.n/-freeG  SU.n/-space. Let
SRepn.H/  hom.H; SU.n//
be a set of representatives for hom.H; SU.n//=conjugacy; and for V 2 SRepn.H/ letZ.V / be its
centralizer in SU.n/.e analysis leading to Proposition 3.1.1 gives the following.
Proposition 3.1.3 For any compact Lie groupH there is an equivalence
BSU.n/H '
a
V 2SRepn.H/
BZ.V /: (3-4)
3.2 Characteristic Classes of Equivariant Bundles
In this section we briey discuss characteristic classes for a general compact Lie group of equivariance.
We write ci for the usual Chern class inH 2iBU , so
H .BU / D ZŒc1; c2; : : ::
We write
c.V / D 1C c1.V /C c2.V /C   
for the total Chern class, and recall that it is exponential in the sense that
c.V ˚W / D c.V /  c.W /;
so we may extend c to virtual vector bundles by the formula
ct .V  W / D c.V /c.W / 1:
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Chern classes assembled from isotypical summands LetX be aG-space, and suppose thatV is a
complexG-bundle V of rank n overX . If it happens thatX isH -xed, then we have an isomorphism
ofH -bundles
V Š
M
˛2H_
hom.˛; V /˝ ˛;
where on the one hand ˛ is trivial as a non-equivariant bundle over X and on the other hom.˛; V /
carries a trivialH -action. We may dene Chern classes c˛i .V / by the formula
c˛i .V /W D ci.hom.˛; V //: (3-5)
If V is a virtual complex vector bundle of rank 0 over X , then it is classied by a map
ŒV  W X ! BU:
IfH acts trivially on X , then we write
ŒV;H W X ! BUH
for the indicated factorization.e decomposition
BUH Š JU.H/ 
Y
˛2H_
BU;
of Proposition 3.1.2 gives an isomorphism
H .BUH / Š
Y
V 2JU.H/
ZŒŒc˛1 ; c
˛
2 ; : : : j˛ 2 H_: (3-6)
e notation in (3-6) is consistent with the notation in (3-5) in the sense that
c˛i .V / D ŒV;H.c˛i /I
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where on the right c˛i is taken from the appropriate factor of BUH .e double brackets in (3-6)
refer to the completion arising from the fact (see Proposition 3.1.2) that the topology on the product
in the description of BUH is the direct limit of nite products. So the innite sum
X
˛2T_
c˛1 2 H 2.BU T /
is allowed, but the sum X
n
c˛n
makes no sense.
Borel Chern classes eG-Borel construction on V is a virtual complex vector bundle V G EG
over X G EG, classied by
ŒŒV  W X G EG  ! BU: (3-7)
e Borel Chern classes of V are dened to be
cGi .V /W D ŒŒV .ci/:
If X isH -xed, then there is a standard way to relate the Borel Chern classes to the c˛i . Notice
that there is an isomorphism
B W Rep1.H/ D hom.H;T /
Š ! ŒBH;BT  D H 2.BH/; (3-8)
via which we have, for ˛ 2 H_,
cG1 .˛/ D B det˛: (3-9)
Proposition 3.2.1 If V is an equivariant G-bundle over anH -xed space X , then inH 2.X  BH/
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we have
cG1 .V / D
X
˛2H_
rank.˛/c˛1 .V /C rank.hom.˛; V //B det.˛/: (3-10)
e tower over BU  Z Nonequivariantly, BU D BU h2i is the 1-connected cover of BU  Z,
BSU D BU h4i is the bre of
BU
c1 ! K.Z; 2/;
and BStringC D BU h6i is the bre of the second Chern class
BSU
c2 ! K.Z; 4/:
Borel cohomology classes, that is elements ofH n.X G EG/; correspond toG-maps
cGn W X  ! map.EG;K.Z; 2n//:
We dene spaces BU f2kg by the following diagram, in which the indicated horizontal arrows are
Borel Chern classes, and each vertical arrow is the bre of the following horizontal arrow.
BU f6g
BU f4g
? cG2 - map.EG;K.Z; 4//
BU f2g
? cG1 - map.EG;K.Z; 2//
BU f0g
? cG0 - map.EG;K.Z; 0//
(3-11)
We have used the notation BU f2kg instead of BU h2ki because the spaces in question are not
equivariantly connected.
Proposition 3.2.2 We have BU f0g D BU  Z, BU f2g D BU and a weak equivalence BU f4g '
BSU .
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Proposition 3.2.3 For k  3, theH -xed point spaces of X D BU f2kg have cohomology in even
degrees. Each component has polynomial cohomology. As for Borel cohomology, there are isomorphisms
(non-canonical unlessH D T 2)
H T2.X
H / D H .XH /Œz; z0
Moreover, the natural map
H T2.X
H /! H T2.XT
2
/ (3-12)
is injective.
3.3 Characteristic Classes for T 2- Vector Bundles
In this section, we focus on the special caseG D T 2, and we write A for a general closed subgroup
of T 2. We have two goals.e rst is to give an equivariant form of the splitting principle, so that in
Sec. 4.2 we can identify some characteristic classes of A-equivariant bundles over A-xed spaces.
e second is to record the calculation of the Borel Chern classes.
We write
log W A_ Š ! H 2.BAIZ/
for the rst Chern class isomorphism between them.
We write z; z0 for the generators ofH 2.BT 2/ Š Zz ˚ Zz0 corresponding to the natural repre-
sentation of T 2, thusH .BT 2IZ/ Š ZŒz; z0. We also use z; z0 for their restriction toH 2.BAIZ/,
thus we can expressH 2.BAIZ/ as a quotient module

Zz ˚ Zz0

=K for some submoduleK of
H 2.BT 2/.
Reductions and the splitting principle We describe the cohomology rings H .BU.n/A/ and
H .BSU.n/AIQ/ using the splitting principle. We start with U.n/: Since A is abelian, we may
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choose our representatives m 2 Repn.A/  hom.A; U.n// of hom.A; U.n/c/=U.n/ to be of the
form
m W A! T; (3-13)
where T is the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. Ifm is such a homomorphism, then its centralizer
Z.m/ D fg 2 U.n/jgmg 1 D mg Š
Y
˛2A_
U.rank hom.˛;m//
is a product of unitary matrices. In particular, it is connected, with maximal torus T . We dene
W.m/ to be the Weyl group ofZ.m/ with respect to the torus T ; it is a subgroup of the Weyl group
W of T in U.n/. With these choices, Proposition 3.1.1 takes the following form.
Proposition 3.3.1
BU.n/A '
a
m2Repn.A/
BZ.m/;
H BU.n/A Š
Y
m2Repn.A/
H .BT /W.m/:
(3-14)
Recall that in the isomorphism of A-bundles
V Š
M
˛2A_
hom.˛; V /˝ ˛;
A acts trivially on hom.˛; V /, while the bundle underlying ˛ is a topologically trivial line bundle.
us if
hom.˛; V / Š L1 ˚    ˚ Ld
as a non-equivariant bundle, then
hom.˛; V /˝ ˛ Š L1 ˝ ˛ ˚    ˚ Ld ˝ ˛
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as a bundle with A-action. Proposition 3.3.1 implies the following form of the splitting principle.
Proposition 3.3.2 Let V be an A-equivariant vector bundle over an A-xed space X .e splitting
principle holds in the sense that there is another A-xed space X 0 and a cohomology monomorphism
X 0  ! X so that over X 0 we may write
V Š
M
˛2A_
dM˛
iD1
L˛;i ˝ ˛;
where L˛;i is a line bundle with trivial action, and ˛ describes the A-action.
Let   stand forU.n/ or SU.n/, and let T be a maximal torus, withWeyl groupW . Suppose that
 W P  ! X
is anA-equivariant principal   -bundle, over a trivialA- spaceX .e action ofA on P corresponds
to a section
s W X  ! P   hom.A;   c/:
giving a function
f W X  ! P   hom.A;   c/  ! hom.A;   c/=conjugacy:
Denition 3.3.3 A reduction of the action of A on the principal bundle P over X is a function
m W 0X  ! hom.A; T /
making the diagram
X
f- hom.A;   c/= 
0X
? m - hom.A; T /
6 (3-15)
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commute. Note that a reduction always exists, because the right vertical arrow is a surjection of
discrete spaces.
is denition is convenient for analyzing principal   -bundles over not-necessarily connected
spaces.
LetZ.m/    be the centralizer ofm in   . It is important to note the following.
Proposition 3.3.4 With   D U.n/ or SU.n/, for anym W A! T; the centralizerZ.m/ is connected,
with maximal torus T .
LetW.m/ be the Weyl group ofZ.m/; it is a subgroup ofW . Any other reductionm0 W A! T
is of the form
m0 D wm
where w 2 W , and
wm D m
if and only if w 2 W.m/:
If X is connected, the reductionm determines a principalZ.m/-bundleQ.m/ over X , by the
formula
Q.m/ D fp 2 P js.p/ D .p;m/g:
is is classied by a map
gm W X  ! BZ.m/:
By the splitting principle,
H .BZ.m/IQ/ Š H .BT IQ/W.m/;
and so an element of the right hand side gives an element
gm 2 H .X IQ/:
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e following proposition plays a central rule in the characterization of cohomology of xed
spaces.
Proposition 3.3.5 Let   D U.n/ or SU.n/ as above. Let A be a closed subgroup of T . en
H .B  AIQ/ is isomorphic to the ring
homW .hom.A; T /;H .BT IQ//
ofW -equivariant functions. More explicitly, it consists of functions
 W hom.A; T /! H .BT IQ/
such that
(i) for eachm 2 hom.A; T /,.m/ 2 H .BT IQ/W.m/; and
(ii) for w 2 W ,
.m/ D w.wm/ 2 H .BT IQ/W.m/:
In particular, any such function determines a characteristic class of A-equivariant complex vector
bundles over A-xed spaces, by the formula
.V / D gm.m/;
wherem W 0X ! hom.A; T / is any choice of reduction of the action of A on V=X . For   D U.n/,
the analogous statements for integral cohomology are true as well.
Remark 3.3.6: e main ingredient in the argument is the splitting principle for BZ.m/; so one
needs to know thatZ.m/ is a connected compact Lie group.us the result of Bott and Samelson
[8] implies that the Proposition holds rationally for any simply-connected compact Lie group.
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Remark 3.3.7: e results of this section and of Proposition 3.1.1 say that the components of B  A
are labelled by elements of
hom.A;   c/= ;
where  c denotes  as a  -space with the conjugation action. A choice of representativem W A!  
identies the corresponding component with BZ.m/. One way to work with B  A, then, is to x a
set of representatives. However, it is essential not what we will do, because we must understand the
behavior of our characteristic classes under restriction
B  T
2 ! B  A;
which leads us to consider diagrams like
T 2
 - T
A
6
m
-
(3-16)
Our approach is to give formulas which work for anym W A! T and which are compatible with
the action of W by conjugation. Proposition 3.3.5 tells us how to do this. When we write that a
homomorphismm W A!   “labels a component of B  A”, we mean that we usem to identify its
component with BZ.m/.
Chern classes ofT 2-bundles Our calculation of Chern classes uses the splitting principle (Lemma
3.3.2) to deduce the general case from the following result, which is a specialization of Prop.3.2.1.
Recall that there is an isomorphism log W A_ ! H 2.BA/ Š

Zz˚Zz0

=K , whereK is the kernel
of the surjection Z2 Š T 2_ ! A_ induced from the inclusion A ! T 2. For ˛ 2 A_ we write
log.˛/ D log1.˛/z C log2.˛/z0 CK 2

Zz ˚ Zz0

=K.
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Proposition 3.3.8 If L is a line bundle over an A-xed space X D XA, and if ˛ 2 A_, then
cT
2
1 .L˝ ˛/ D c1.L/C log1.˛/  z C log2.˛/  z0 2 H 2T2.X/
Now suppose that V is an A-equivariant vector bundle over an A-xed space, and that aer
pulling back along a cohomology monomorphism X 0 ! X we have
V Š L1 ˝ ˛1 C    C Ln ˝ ˛n:
en
cT
2
 .V / D
Y
i
.1C c1.Li/C log1.˛i/z C log2.˛/z0/: (3-17)
is gives a calculation of the rst and second Borel Chern classes. In order to state the result, we
introduce the following quantities. Suppose thatm D .m1; : : : ; md / andm0 D .m01; : : : ; m0d / are
arrays of elements of Z. Let
.m/W D  
X
i<j
mimj
I.m;m0/W D  
X
i¤j
mim
0
j :
Similarly, if .x1; : : : ; xd / are elements of a Z-module X , then
I.m; x/W D  
X
i¤j
mixj :
We have chosen the signs of  and I so that the right hand sides appear with positive sign in the
following.
Proposition 3.3.9 (i)  is quadratic, I is symmetric and bilinear, and
(a) .km/ D k2.m/
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(b) .mCm0/ D .m/C I.m;m0/C .m0/ and hence 2.m/ D I.m;m/
(c) I.km;m0/ D I.m; km0/ D kI.m;m0/
(ii) If
P
mi D 0, then
I.m; x/ D
X
i
mixi :
(iii) If
P
mi D 0 then, then
2.m/ D
X
i
m2i :
Proposition 3.3.10 Writingmi D log1.˛i/;m0i D log2.˛i/ and xi D c1.Li/, we have
cT
2
1 .V / D c1.V /C .
X
i
mi/  z C .
X
i
m0i/  z0
cT
2
2 .V / D c2.V /   I.m; x/z   I.m0; x/z0   .m/z2   I.m;m0/zz0   .m0/z2:
(3-18)
e Borel equivariant sigma orientation Recall that we dened the sigma orientation in Eg. 2.4.5,
in this paragraph we write down the T 2 equivariant Euler class of sigma orientation.
Suppose that V is an T 2- equivariant SU.d/-bundle over an T 2-xed space, given as
V Š L1 ˝ ˛1 ˚    ˚ Ld ˝ ˛d ; (3-19)
where Li is a complex line bundle with Chern class xi and ˛i 2 .T 2/_: Let mi D log1 ˛i ; m0i D
log2 ˛i 2 Z.en the equivariant Euler class of the sigma orientation is
eT
2
 .V; / D
Y
i
.xi Cmiz Cm0iz0; /: (3-20)
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Chapter4
om Sections
We discuss the concept ofom isomorphisms in equivariant elliptic cohomology in section 2.4: if
V=X is T -oriented vector bundle and  an orientation, then there is an invertible sheaf ET .X/Œ;V 
of ET .X/-module over CT and an isomorphism of sheaves of ET .X/-modules
˚ W ET .X/Œ;V  Š ET .XV /:
Denition 4.0.1 Let V=X be T -oriented vector bundle and  an orientation. Aom section ex-
tending the orientation  is a global section   2 ET .X/Œ;V , such that at stalk 0 the element
 0 D 1. In other words, via the above isomorphism ˚ ,  0 is mapped to the equivariantom class
omT .V / 2 ET .XV /0 D HT .XV /˝HT OCT ;0.
Example 4.0.2 Let V be a complex vector space of dimension one with a T action by rotating n
times around the origin. Regraded V as a T -equivariant complex line bundle over a point. It is
clear that ET .pt/ D OC . Rosu showed in [16] that ET .ptV / D ET .S2/ Š OC ˚ OC./, where
 is the divisor which consists of all n-torsion points of C.is shows that ET .V / is not a trivial
ET .pt/-module, thus there is impossible to have aom section in this situation.
In this chapter, we explore the existence ofom sections. We rst describe in section 4.1 the
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subgroups CH for closed subgroupsH of T . In section 4.2 we dene several holomorphic classes
FH 2 H.V H / ˝ OCT which are related to the equivariant Euler classes eT .V A/. In section 4.3
we prove our main theorem about the existence ofom sections. In section 4.4 we describe their
higher dimensional analogue.
4.1 CH for Closed SubgroupsH
We focus on the case when T D T 2. We rst give some notations:
(i) T is the circle. Sometimes we will use the model .R=Z;C/, so for s 2 T , elements s3 and 3s
are the same for the rst one is inC model and the second one is in theR=Zmodel;
(ii) C D C=.ZC Z/ is a xed elliptic curve overC, where  2 C is in the upper half plane.
(iii) T ŒN  is the subgroup of T ofN torsion points, we know T ŒN  is isomorphic to the nite
cyclic group Z=N .
(iv) CŒN  is the subgroup of C ofN torsion points.
Recall that for a compact abelian Lie group T D Tp  G where G is nite abelian group, we
have the character group T _ WD homZ.T;T / Š Zp G. We dened CT WD homZ.T _;C/.en
when T D Tp we have CT D homZ.Zp;C/ Š Cp , since there is an isomorphism of abelian groups
homZ.A ˚ B;C/ Š hom.A;C/  hom.B;C/.us it reduces to understand CT for any nite
abelian group T . For any nite cyclic group Z=N we surely have homZ.Z=N;C/ Š CŒN . So for
any nite abelian groupG, we can writeG Š Z=D1    Z=Nd , and thus we have a non-canonical
isomorphism CG Š CŒD1    CŒNd .
In this section we compute CH for a general subgroup H < T D T 2. We rst characterize
topologically cyclic subgroupH of T , then compute their CH . Our main result in this section is
m. 4.1.9, which gives a complete list ofCH . As consequence we prove the existence of cover adapted
to a pair .V; f / in Prop. 4.1.11.
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4.1.1 Topologically Cyclic Subgroups of T
In this section we analyze topological cyclic subgroups of T D T 2 . Our main result in this section
is that these cyclic subgroups can be expressed as f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g, where r; r 0; d are
integers.
Let p D .x C Z; y C Z/ 2 T  T Š .R=Z/2 be an element of T 2 where 0  x; y < 1 in R.
We want to nd out the subgroup ofH D Hp  T  T generated by p.
Case 1: If one of x, y is zero, then this degenerates to the circle case.at isHp must be one of the
following types: f0g  f0g, f0g  T , f0g  T Œn, T  f0g and T Œm  f0g.
We can now assume that both x and y are non-zero.
Case 2: Both x; y 2 R  Q and y=x 62 Q.en the subgroupH D T  T the whole 2 torus.
Case 3: Both x; y 2 R  Q and y=x 2 Q.en H is a diagonal circle of slope r D y=x inside
T  T . In other words, it is H D f.s; sr/ 2 T  T j s 2 Tg. Or in the R=Z notion, it is H D
f.x C s; y C s/ j s 2 R=Zg.
Case 4: Exactly one of x; y 2 Q. Say x 2 Q and y 62 Q.enH D T Œl T Š ZŒ1=l=ZR=Z,
where l is the exact order of x.
We now turn to the case that both x; y 2 Q. Write x D a=k; y D b=l where gcd.k; a/ D 1 D
gcd.l; b/. We know the subgroup has order kl and contained in T ŒkT Œl   .T  T /Œkl. But
it could be a proper inclusion.
Case 5: e simplest case is when gcd.k; l/ D 1. In this case, the subgroup isH D T Œk  T Œl 
by counting the order of the element p and the order of the subgroupH . Notice that we can write
H D f.lt; kt/ 2 T 2 j t 2 T Œklg.
We now explain in detail why these two subgroups h.a=k; b=l/i and h.1=k; 1=l/iare identical:
For this we have to nd an integer x such that x  a mod k and x  b mod l .is is guaranteed
by the Chinese Remaindereorem since gcd.k; l/ D 1.
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Because gcd.a; k/ D 1 there exists c 2 Z such that ac  1 mod k.us we only need to
consider the subgroups of the form h.1=k; b=l/i.
Case 6: Now the case k D l .en all these subgroups Hb D h.1=k; b=l/i for 0  b < k and
gcd.b; k/ D 1 are distinct: Say h.1=k; b=l/i D h.1=k; b0=l/i then there exists an x 2 Z such that
x  1 mod k and b0x  b mod k. Notice that since gcd.b0; k/ D 1 the relation x  1 mod k
is equivalent to b0x  b0 mod k.is implies that b D b0. Notice that orders ofHb are all k and
henceHb are all proper subgroup of T Œk2.
Case 7: Now the general case p D .1=dk; b=dl/ where 1 D gcd.k; l/ D gcd.b; d l/. LetHb WD
h.1=dk; b=dl/i. It is clear that the order ofHb is dkl . Moreover we claim thatHb D H 0b if and only
if d j .b   b0/:
For the) direction: we know there exists an x such that x  1 mod dk and bx  b0 mod dl .
e rst relation implies bx  b mod dk and hence bx  b mod d .e second relation implies
bx  b0 mod d .us we have d j .b   b0/.
For the( direction: we can write b0 D ad C b for some a 2 Z. We want to nd an x 2 Z
such that x  1 mod dk and bx  b0 mod dl . In other words, we want to nd a c 2 Z such that
x D cdkC 1 and bx D bcdkCB  b0 D ad C b mod dl .is implies bck  a mod l .is
is solvable of c since gcd.k; l/ D gcd.l; b/ D 1 implies gcd.l; bk/ D 1.
Standard Forms We can express the above generator form in Case 5 — 7 in a dierent way. In fact
all above cases can be tted into the following standard form:
f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g;
where r ,r 0 and d  0 are integers and T Œ0 is just T .
For example, the most general subgroup isH WD h.1=dk; b=dl/i  T 2, where 1 D gcd.k; l/ D
gcd.b; d l/. We know thatH is a group of order dkl . It is clear thatH can be written as the standard
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formH D f.lt; bkt/ j t 2 T Œdklg. Notice that if r or r 0 is zero it reduces to the degenerated cases
discussed before. So we will focus when r and r 0 are both non-zero below.
In order to get better control of this standard form, we give more restrictions on the integers r , r 0
and d . First, if d is positive then we can assume that 0  r; r 0 < d .is is because for s 2 T Œd  we
have rs D .r ˙ d/s. Second, we can assume that gcd.r; r 0/ D 1. For this, we observe that if d D 0
then we clearly have
f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 Tg D f. r
gcd.r; r 0/
s;
r 0
gcd.r; r 0/
s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 Tg;
since any non-zero multiplication map from T to T is onto.
If gcd.r; r 0/ D l > 1 and d > 0, we rst claim that we can assume gcd.l; d/ D 1.is is because
that
f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g D ˚. r
gcd.l; d/
s;
r 0
gcd.l; d/
s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œ d
gcd.l; d/

	
;
by the same reason above.
Now we reduce to the case that gcd.r; r 0/ D l > 1 and gcd.l; d/ D 1. We claim that
H WD f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g D f.r
l
s;
r 0
l
s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g DW H 0:
e inclusionH  H 0 is clear. For the other inclusion, by assumption we have gcd.d; l/ D 1 and
hence there exists A;B 2 Z such that dA C lB D 1. So we have s D .dA C lB/s D lBS and
H 0 3 . r
l
s; r
0
l
s/ D . r
l
lBs; r
0
l
lBs/ D .rBs; r 0Bs/ 2 H .us we provedH D H 0 and that we can
assume that gcd.r; r 0/ D 1.
Remark 4.1.1: e above discussion also shows that the standard form is not unique. For example,
f.4s; 5s/ j s 2 T Œ9g D f.4s; .5C 27/s/ j s 2 T Œ9g D f.4s; 32s/ j s 2 T Œ9g D f.1s; 8s/ j s 2
T Œ9g.
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Remark 4.1.2: To summarize, the types of topological cyclic subgroups are :T 2,T ŒmT ,TT Œn
and f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g. We list them in the following diagram:
whole group T 2
1-dim group f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 Tg T  T Œd 
discrete group f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g
trivial group f0g
4.1.2 CH for topological cyclic groupsH
In this section, we computeCH for the topological cyclic subgroups classied in previous section 4.1.1.
Recall that CH W D hom.H_;C/, whereH_W D hom.H;T /.
Example 4.1.3 ForH D T ŒmT , clearly we haveH_ Š Z=mZ and henceCH D hom.Z=m
Z;C/ Š CŒm  C. Similarly, forH D T Œm  T Œn we have CH Š CŒm  CŒn.
Example 4.1.4 We determine CH for the subgroupH D f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 Tg, where r; r 0 2 Z
and gcd.r; r 0/ D 1.en via the surjection T 2_ Š Z2  H_, we knowH_ is given byH_ D 
Ze1 ˚ Ze2
ı 
r 0e1   re2

.us CH D hom.H_;C/ D f.a; b/ 2 C2 j r 0a D rbg D f.rc; r 0c/ 2
C2 j c 2 Cg.
Note that in fact we know T Š H via s 7! .rs; r 0s/, which induces an isomorphism T_ Š
Ze Š H_ via e 7! .re1; r 0e2/.is leads to C D CT Š CH via c 7! .rc; r 0c/.
Example 4.1.5 We determine CH for a discrete subgroupH D
˚
.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd 	, where
r; r 0 2 Z and d 2 N , where gcd.r; r 0/ D 1 and 0  r; r 0 < d . We want to determineH_. By this
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short exact sequence
0! K ! hom.T 2;T / Š Z2 ! hom.H;T / WD H_ ! 0
We can identify H_ with Z2
ı
K. Let us write down the subgroup K rst. Let e1 and e2 be the
generator of hom.T 2;T / given by e1 W T 2 ! T W .x; y/ 7! x and e2.x; y/ D y.en
K D ˚ae1 C be2 2 hom.T 2;T /ˇˇ.ae1 C be2/.rs; r 0s/ D .ar C br 0/s D 0 for s 2 T Œd 	:
In other words,K D ˚ae1 C be2 2 Ze1 ˚ Ze2ˇˇa; b 2 Z satisfy .ar C br 0/  0 mod d	.
We now give a parameter solution of the congruence relation d j .ar C br 0/: it is equivalent to
solve ar C br 0 D dt for each integer t . Since gcd.r; r 0/ D 1 there exists integers r0; r 00 such that
rr0 C r 0r 00 D 1. Hence the general solutions of ar C br 0 D dt are8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
a D dtr0 C r 0s
b D dtr 00   rs
for integer s. And we can rewrite
K D ˚.dt r0 C r 0s/e1 C .dt r 00   rs/e2ˇˇs; t 2 Z	:
Applying hom. ;C/ to the above short exact sequence, since C is Z-divisible hence injective we
get another short exact sequence
0! CH ! CT2 Š C2 ! CK ! 0
we see that
CH D
˚
.x; y/ 2 C2ˇˇ.ax C by/ D 0 if .ar C br 0/  0 mod d	:
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Here again x; y are the images of e1; e2 respectively. Or using another expression ofK, we get
CH D
˚
.x; y/ 2 C2ˇˇ.dt r0 C r 0s/x C .dt r 00   rs/y D 0 for all s; t 2 Z	:
Clearly, the set S D f.rs; r 0s/ 2 C2 j s 2 CŒd g is included in CH . Our goal here is to prove
S D CH . For this we rst prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1.6 Let gcd.r; r 0/ D 1, then the set S D f.X; Y / 2 C2 j rX D r 0Y g is just the set
S 0 D f.r 0T; rT / 2 C2 j T 2 Cg.
Proof. Clearly, S 0  S . For the other inclusion, let .X; Y / 2 S . Since the elliptic curve C over
C is Z divisible, there is an t 2 C such that Y D rt .us the identity rX D r 0Y D rr 0t tells us
X D r 0t C s for some s 2 CŒr. Write s D MCN
r
2 C Š C= for some integersM;N 2 Z.
Since gcd.r; r 0/ D 1 there exists integers A;B 2 Z such that r 0 j .rACM/ and r 0 j .rB CN/. Set
ı WD s
r 0 C ACBr 0 D MCNCr.ACB/rr 0 D MCrAC.NCrB/rr 0 2 C and set T D t C ı 2 C.en we know
rı D 0 2 C and hence r 0T D r 0.t C ı/ D r 0t D X and rT D r.t C ı/ D rt D Y .is proves
another inclusion and completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now back to the equation .dt r0C r 0s/xC .dt r 00  rs/y D 0 for all s; t 2 Z. Letting .s; t/ D .1; 0/
we have r 0x D ry. By previous lemma we have x D rt and y D r 0t for some t 2 C. Letting
.s; t/ D .0; 1/ we get 0 D dr0x C dr 00y D dt.r0r C r 00r 0/ D dt .us t 2 CŒd  and we have
CH D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 CŒd g:
In other words, we have the following theorem.
Proposition 4.1.7 For the subgroupH D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd g of T 2, we have
CH D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 CŒd g:
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4.1.3 CH for general closed subgroupsH < T
In this section we compute CH for general closed subgroupsH < T D T 2. A general subgroup of
T 2 can be generated by cyclic subgroups. To deal with this we have the following theorem.
Proposition 4.1.8 LetK;L be subgroups of T 2 andK _ L be the subgroup generated byK and L,
then we have CK\L D CK \ CL and CK_L D CK _ CL. In fact, since all groups here are abelian we
haveK _ L D K C L and CK _ CL D CK C CL.
Proof. is is a application of that both functors hom. ;T / andhom. ;C/ are exact. First consider
the le exact sequence
0  ! K \ L .1;1/   ! K ˚ L  ! T 2:
Applying hom. ;T / we get an exact sequence
hom.T 2;T /! hom.K ˚ L;T /! hom.K \ L;T /! 0
Applying hom. ;C/ we get an exact sequence
0  ! CK\L 4 ! CK ˚ CL  ! C2
is means CK\L is the pull-back of
Ck
CL
 - C2

?
Since CK \ CL is also the pull-back of the above square, we must have CK\L D CK \ CL.
Similarly, consider the short exact sequence
0  ! K \ L .1;1/   ! K ˚ L .1; 1/
T
     ! K _ L  ! 0:
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Applying hom. ;T / we get an exact sequence
0! hom.K _ L;T /! hom.K ˚ L;T /! hom.K \ L;T /! 0
Applying hom. ;C/ we get an exact sequence
0  ! CK\L .1;1/   ! CK ˚ CL .1;1/
T
    ! CK_L ! 0
is means CK_L is the push-out of
CK \ CL - Ck
CL
?
again since CK _ CL is also a push-out, we must have CK_L D CK _ CL. 
LetH < T D T 2 be a compact subgroup, then we have T _ H_ and hence an inclusion
homomorphism iH W CH  CT . Recall that given a point p 2 C2, the groupH D Hp is dened to
be the smallest compact subgroupH such that p 2 iH .H/. Since T has rank 2,H is generated by at
most 2 cyclic subgroups.
eorem 4.1.9 We have determined subgroupsHp  T 2 for p D .x; y/ 2 C2:
(i) If one of x; y is the zero element of C, say x.enHp D f0g  T Œn, where n is the order of y;
(here, we denote T Œ0 D f0g and T Œ1 D T )
(ii) If both order of x; y are nite, and if we can write p D .x; y/ D .ra; r 0a/ for some a 2 CŒd ,
where d; r; r 0 2 N and gcd.r; r 0/ D 1.en we haveHp D
˚
.rt; r 0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2 T Œd 	;
(iii) If both order of x; y are nite, and if we can NOT write p D .x; y/ D .ra; r 0a/ for some a 2
CŒd , where d; r; r 0 2 N and gcd.r; r 0/ D 1.en we can write p D .ra; r 0a/C .sb; s0b/ for
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some a 2 CŒd1 and b 2 CŒd2, where d1; d2; r; r 0; s; s0 2 N and gcd.r; r 0/ D gcd.s; s0/ D 1.
In this case we haveHp D
˚
.rt; r 0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2 T Œd1	 _ ˚.st; s0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2 T Œd2	;
(iv) If exact one of order of x; y is innite, say y, and the order of x is r 2 N .enHp D T ŒrT ;
(v) If both order of x; y are innite and there is a linear relation between x; y, say r 0x D ry where
r; r 0 2 Z and gcd.r; r 0/ D 1, thenHp D
˚
.rt; r 0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2 T	;
(vi) If both order of x; y are innite and there is no linear relation between x; y, then depending
on the existence of relations of x; y as in (iii), we have Hp D T 2 or
˚
.rt; r 0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2
T
	 _ ˚.st; s0t / 2 T 2ˇˇt 2 T Œd 	 for some integer r; r 0s; s0; d .
Proof. Clearly, given a point p 2 C2 the subgroup generated by p is contained in the subgroups
Hp dened above. ButHp must be the smallest. 
Notice that the subgroup T  T Œd  can be written as f.1t; 0t/ j t 2 Tg _ f.0t; 1t/ j t 2 T Œd g.
We can now prove Lemma 2.4.8 stated in page 24. First, we recall the denition cover adapted to
a pair .V=X; f /.
Denition 4.1.10 Given a T -equivariant complex vector bundle V=X and an orientation function
f .z/ D z C a1z2 C a2z3 C    , we say a coverU D fUa j a 2 CT g of CT is adapted to the pair
.V=X; f / if this cover is adapted toX , theom spaceXV , and the following conditions hold (when
the torus T D T 2 ): Let a; b 2 CT be two points in CT such that the xed subspaces Xa; Xb and
xed subbundles V a; V b are all nonempty andUa\Ub ¤ ;. We may suppose that a  b and hence
Ha  Hb . Consider the following bundle decomposition on each connected component F of XT2 :
V a jFD V b jF ˚
M
i
V.mi ; ni/;
where T 2 acts on V.mi ; ni/ berwise by the character .u; v/ 7! umivni . Whenever the above
situation happens, we require that
(i) the open setUb a does not intersect the compact setS WD [if.z; z0/ 2 CT j mizCniz0 D 0g.
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(ii) if g.z/ D f .z/=z D 1 C a1z C a2z2 C    , then the function g.miz C niz0/ ¤ 0 for
.z; z0/ 2 Ua \ Ub   a  CT .
Note that the subset f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g D CL for L D f.  nigcd.mi ;ni / t;
mi
gcd.mi ;ni /
t / 2
T 2 j t 2 Tg.
Proposition 4.1.11 ere exists a coverU adapted to the pair .V=X; f /.
Proof. Bym 2.2.8, there is a coverU adapted to X and XV . We will shrink this cover to satisfy
the conditions i) and ii). Since the open set Ub is a open ball centered at b, it is enough to verify that
the point b   a is not in each possible compact set f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g. Notice that
since X and XV are T -spaces with homotopy type of T -CW complex, there are only nitely many
pairs .mi ; ni/ and nite many connected components of XT .
We rst shrinkU to satisfy condition i). We divide into cases:
1) IfHb D T andHa D K1 _K2 WD f.r1t; r 01t / j t 2 T Œd1g _ f.r2t; r 02t / j t 2 T Œd2g. Note
that V K1_K2 D V K1 \ V K2 . Since V.mi ; ni/ is xed by Kj D f.rj s; r 0j s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œdj g, we
must have srjmiCr
0
j
ni D 1 for all s 2 T Œdj  and j D 1; 2. In other words, we have
rjmi C r 0jni  0 mod dj for j D 1; 2: (4-1)
Also V.mi ; ni/ is not xed by T , thusmi ; ni ¤ 0. Write a D .r1e1; r 01e1/C .r2e2; r 02e2/ for some
ej 2 CT Œdj  and write b D .y1; y2/. If b   a 2 f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g, then by
equation (4-1) and assumptions on the order of ei we have
0 D miy1  mir1e1  mir2e2 C niy2   nir 01e1   nir 02e2
D miy1 C niy2   .mir1 C nir 01/e1   .mir2 C nir 02/e2
D miy1 C niy2:
(4-2)
Also since mi ; ni ¤ 0 then we have b D .y1; y2/ 2 CL for L D f.  nigcd.mi ;ni / t;
mi
gcd.mi ;ni /
t / 2 T 2 j
t 2 Tg.is gives us T D Hb  L ¨ T , which is impossible. Observe that the point a actually lie
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in each compact set f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g.
2) If Hb D T and Ha D K1 _ K2 WD f.r1t; r 01t / j t 2 Tg _ f.r2t; r 02t / j t 2 T Œd2g. Since
V.mi ; ni/ is xed by Kj , we must have sr1miCr
0
1ni D 1 for all s 2 T and sr2miCr 02ni D 1 for all
s 2 T Œd2. In other words, we have
r1mi C r 01ni D 0
r2mi C r 02ni  0 mod d2
(4-3)
Also V.mi ; ni/ is not xed by T , thus mi ; ni ¤ 0. Write a D .r1e1; r 01e1/ C .r2e2; r 02e2/ for
some e1 2 CT of innite order and e2 2 CT Œd2. Also write b D .y1; y2/. If b   a 2 f.z; z0/ 2 CT j
miz C niz0 D 0g, then by equation (4-3) we have
0 D miy1  mir1e1  mir2e2 C niy2   nir 01e1   nir 02e2 D miy1 C niy2:
is again gives us T D Hb ¨ L, which is impossible.
3) Hb WD f.r1t; r 01t / j t 2 Tg _ f.r2t; r 02t / j t 2 T Œdd2g and Ha WD f.r1t; r 01t / j t 2
T Œd1g _ f.r2t; r 02t / j t 2 T Œd2g. Since V.mi ; ni/ is xed byHa but notHb , similar computations
gives us
r1mi C r 01ni  0 mod d1
r2mi C r 02ni  0 mod d2
r1mi C r 01ni ¤ 0
r2mi C r 02ni 6 0 mod dd2
(4-4)
Now write b D .r1e1; r 01e1/ C .r2f1; r 02f1/ and a D .r1e2; r 01e2/ C .r2f2; r 02f2/ for some
e1; f1; e2; f2 2 CT of order innite, dd2; d1 and d2 respectively. If b a lies in some f.z; z0/ 2 CT j
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miz C niz0 D 0g, then we have
0 D mir1e1 Cmir2f1 C nir 01e1 C nir 02f1   .mir1e2 Cmir2f2 C nir 01e2 C nir 02f2/
D .mir1 C nir 01/e1 C .mir2 C nir 02/f1   .mir1 C nir 01/e2 C .mir2 C nir 02/f2
D .mir1 C nir 01/e1 C .mir2 C nir 02/f1;
(4-5)
since a 2 f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g.is shows e1 has nite order, a contradiction.
e reader may worry that given b there maybe innitely many a such that Ua \Ub ¤ ;, but as
mentioned above a actually lies in each compact set f.z; z0/ 2 CT j miz C niz0 D 0g. In fact, we
already avoid these sets.us we construct a cover satisfying condition i).
Next, we need to shrink the cover further to satisfy condition ii). Recall that Ua is an open ball
centered at a, thus Ua \ Ub   a is contained in an open ball centered at .0; 0/. Since g.0; 0/ D 1
continuity of g.z; z0/ gives us an open ball at .0; 0/ on which g.z; z0/ is non-vanishing. 
Lemma LetU be a cover adapted to the pair .V; f /. Suppose that a; b are two points of CT , such that
Ua \Ub is non-empty: we may suppose that a  b henceHa  Hb . Suppose that ; ¤ U  Ua \Ub
in open.en there is a unit e.a; b/ 2 ET .X/.U / such that eT .V b/e.a; b/ D eT .V a jXb/. Moreover
we have
e.a; a/ D 1
for all a, and
e.a; b/e.b; c/ D e.a; c/ (4-6)
whenever that makes sense.
Proof. e cocycle condition (4-6) follows from the fact that the orientation is multiplicative. If
V a D V b , then e.a; b/ D 1. Otherwise, by denition of adapted cover, we have a … Ub . When
restricted to a connected component F of Xb D XT2 we have
V a jFD V b jF ˚
M
i
V.mi ; ni/;
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where T 2 acts on Vi berwise by the character .u; v/ 7! umivni .
Let xi;j be the Chern roots of V.mi ; nj / which are nilpotent since F is compact. we can write
e.a; b/ jFD
Y
f .xi;j Cmiz C niz0/ 
Y
f .miz C niz0/
D
Y
.miz C niz0/
 
1C higher terms in .miz C niz0/

Notice that condition i) in Def. 4.1.10 implies that .mizCniz0/ is a unit inU and condition ii) implies
that
 
1C higher terms in .miz C niz0/

is also a unit in U .us we prove the product e.a; b/ jF is
a unit in OC2.U /. 
4.2 Useful Holomorphic Classes
Let p 2 C2 be a point with H D Hp  T 2 and let V=X be a SU.d/ bundle over the H -xed
space X D XH with cT2 .V / D 0. In this section we use the reduction principle to dene charac-
teristic classes F.V; p/, Fı.V; p/, and F?.V; p/ inH.X/ which are related to the Euler classes of
sigma orientation e.V /; e.V H / and e.V=V H /. We also dene their equivariant analoguesF T .V; p/,
F Tı .V; p/, and F T? .V; p/ inHT .X/˝HT OCT . If x D .x1;    ; xd / is a vector, we dene
.x/W D
Y
i
.xi/:
en if bundle V Š L1˚  Ld with xi W D c1.Li/, then the Euler class ofV in the sigma orientation
is
e.V / D .x/:
Let T  SU.d/  U.d/ be the standard maximal torus:
T D fDiag.w1; : : : ; wd /jwi 2 U.1/ and
Y
wi D 1g;
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A homomorphism  W T 2 ! T is of the form
.s; t/ 7 !  s1t01; : : : ; sd t0d ;
for some integers i ; 0i such that
P
i D 0 D P0i . Dene vectors  D .1;    ; d / and
0 D .01;    ; 0d / we have the following translation formula we use intensively in this section.
Proposition 4.2.1 (translation formula) Suppose that  D 2il C 2ik .en we have
.x C / D exp ˚   kI.; x/   2ik2./	.x/ (4-7)
Proof. By formula (2-13) we have
.x C / D
Y

 
xi C 2i.l C k/i

D
Y
. 1/.lCk/i exp     kixi   i.ki/2 xi:
Now using the fact that
P
i D 0 and Prop. 3.3.9, we have
Y
. 1/.lCk/i D . 1/.lCk/
P
i D 1X
ixi D I.; x/X
2i D 2./;
putting these all together leads to the translation formula. 
Notice that if w 2 W , the Weyl group of SU.d/( i.e., the symmetric group Sd ), then we have
I.w;w0/ D I.; 0/
./ D .w/:
(4-8)
We outline the construction of the non-equivalent class F . Working universally, it suces to
dene these classes for the tautological bundle  over BSU.d/H . First we choose a li Np 2 C2
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which maps to p 2 C2 and a li of homomorphism
T 2
- T
H
6
m
-
(4-9)
for the homomorphism
m W H ! T
which corresponds to a component of BSU.d/H . (Recall that T is the maximal torus of BSU.d/)
We dene a classF D F.x;; p/;where x D .xi/ are the Chern roots of  . We show thatF.; p/ is
independent of the choice of li and it isW.m/-invariant. By reduction and splitting principle 3.3.5,
we have assembled a class F.; Np/ 2 HP.BSU.d/H / and associated class F.V; Np/ 2 HP.XH /. If
the bundle V has vanishing second equivariant chern class cT2 .V / D 0, then the class F.V; Np/ is
independent of choice of li Np and we call it F.V; p/.e classes Fı and F? are dened in similar
manner.
Wewill construct these nonequivariant classesF;Fı andF? for dierent type of proper subgroup
Hp of T 2 in separated subsections. We will check the required properties thoroughly the cases when
Hp are topologically cyclic subgroup, see Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.e general cases follow once we
understand the computations of cyclic cases. We will treat their equivariant analogues as well as the
caseH D T 2 all together in one subsection 4.2.5.e readers may skip directly to this subsection
to see the main results of this lengthy section.
4.2.1 e case whenHp D f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g
By previous section 4.1.2 we know for p 2 C2 to haveH D Hp D f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g where
gcd.r; r 0/ D 1 we must have p D .ra; r 0a/ for some a 2 C whose order is d 2 N .
Letm D .m;m0/ W H ! T denote a reduction which corresponds to a component ofBSU.d/H .
We li it to  D .; 0/ W T 2 ! T as shown in the diagram (4-9). Also li p D .ra; r 0a/ to
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Np D .r˛; r 0˛/ 2 C2 by liing a 2 C to ˛ 2 C with d˛ D 2i.LCK/ for L;K 2 N . We have
˛ D 2i LCK
d
.
We dene the function F D F.x;; p/ to be
F D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	 x C Œr C 0r 0˛ (4-10)
Lemma 4.2.2 Let .m; n/ W T 2 ! T be a group homomorphism, wherem; n 2 Z. If its restriction to
H D f.rs; r 0s/ 2 T 2 j s 2 T Œd g
.m; n/ jH W H ,! T 2 .m;n/   ! T
is a zero homomorphism, then there exists homomorphisms/integers ;  W T ! T such that
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
m D dm0 C r 0;
n D dn00   r
wherem0; n00 2 Z satisfym0r C n0r 0 D 1. Notice that we have rmC r 0n D d , which is very helpful
in our calculation.
Proof. Let .rs; r 0s/ 2 H then we compute the composite .m; n/ jH .rs; r 0s/ D .mr C nr 0/s D 0
for all s 2 T Œd .us we must havemr C nr 0  0 mod d .
Since gcd.r; r 0/ D 1 there are elementsm0; n0 2 Z such thatm0r C n0r 0 D 1 and the general
solution of rmC r 0n D 1 is 8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
m D m0 C r 0;
n D n0   r
where  2 Z:
Since the equation d j .rmC r 0n/ is equivalent to rmC r 0n D d for each  2 Z.us the general
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solution of the congruence d j .rmC r 0n/ is
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
m D dm0 C r 0;
n D dn0   r
where ;  2 Z:
is completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2.3: is lemma can be generalized to a group homomorphism T 2 ! T where T is
a torus of rank d . In this situation, homomorphisms m; n; ;  W T ! T are thought as vector
elements in Zd .
Proposition 4.2.4 e function F is independent of the li .
Proof. Let .m;m0/ W T 2 ! T be another li of .m;m0/ W H ! T .en we know .m   ;m0  
0/ W T 2 ! T becomes zero when restricts to H . By previous lemma we know there exists
homomorphisms ;  W T ! T such that
8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
m    D dm0 C r 0;
m0   0 D dm00   r
(4-11)
wherem0; m00 2 ZdimT satisfym0rCm00r 0 D 1 . Notice that we have rmC r 0m0 D rC r 00Cd .
e  function part of the function F in (4-10) is
new D 
 
x C Œmr Cm0r 0˛
D x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C d˛
D x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C 2i.LCK/
D x C Œr C 0r 0˛  exp ˚  KI.; x C Œr C 0r 0˛/   2iK2./	
D x C Œr C 0r 0˛  exp ˚  KI.; x/¬  KI.; Œr C 0r 0˛/­   2iK2./®	
(4-12)
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Using the equation rmC r 0m0 D rC r 00 C d , we can write the new exponential part of the
function F in (4-10) as
expnew D exp

K
d
˚
I.rmC r 0m0; x/C ˛.rmC r 0m0/	
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00 C d; x/C ˛.rC r 00 C d/	
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C I.d; x/C ˛ .rC r 00/C I.rC r 00; d/C .d/	
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	
C K
d
˚
dI.; x/¬ C ˛
 
dI.rC r 00; /­ C d 2./®
	
(4-13)
Note that we have
expfKd˛g D expfK2i.LCK/g D expf2iK2g: (4-14)
Using this identity to combine equations (4-12) and (4-13) we have Fnew D expnew new D F . Hence
the function F is independent of the li .; 0/. 
Proposition 4.2.5 is class F is invariant underW.m/, and for general w 2 W we have
F.wx;wm; Np/ D F.x;m; Np/:
Hence it assembles to give an element F.; Np/ ofH.BSU.d/H /. Let V=X be a SU.d/-bundle, via
the classifying map we have a class F.V; Np/ 2 H.XH /.
Proof. Suppose ! 2 W.m/ so we have
!m D m
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so the restriction of li toH becomes trivial:
 
   ! jHD 0:
e proof is now similar to that of previous proposition.e second statement for general w 2 W
follows from equation (4-8). 
Dependence of li ˛ Recall that in the denition of the function F in (4-10) we choose a li of
the point a 2 C to ˛ 2 C with d˛ D 2i.LC K/. We want to see the eect when we li a to
some ˇ 2 C with ˇ D ˛ C 2i.M CN/ D 2i .LCdM/C.KCdN/
d
whereM;N 2 Z.
Recall in terms of ˛ we have
F˛ WD F D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	 x C .r C 0r 0/˛
us for another li to ˇ the function F becomes
Fˇ D exp

K C dN
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/C 2i.M CN/.rC r 00/	

 
x C .r C 0r 0/˛ C 2i.M CN/.r C 0r 0/
D exp

K C dN
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/C 2iN.rC r 00/	

 
x C .r C 0r 0/˛ C 2i.M CN/.r C 0r 0/
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/¬ C ˛.rC r 00/¬ C 2iN.rC r 00/®
	
exp

N
˚
I.rC r 00; x/¯ C ˛.rC r 00/­ C 2iN.rC r 00/°
	
expf  NI.r C 0r 0; x¯ C .r C 0r 0/˛­/   2iN 2.r C 0r 0/°g

 
x C .r C 0r 0/˛
¬
D exp

K
d
˚
2iN.rC r 00/®
	  expN ˚   ˛.rC r 00/­	  F˛¬
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Proposition 4.2.6 If V is a virtual T 2-equivariant SU -bundle with vanishing equivariant second
Chern class cT2 .V / D 0, then Fˇ D F˛ and hence the class F is independent of the choice of li ˛. We
can write this class F.V; p/.
Proof. If cT2 .V / D 0, then by Prop. 3.3.10, we know .rC r 00/ D 0, hence F˛ D Fˇ . 
Remark 4.2.7: In fact, we only required that the restricted class cT2 .V / jH.EHHXH /D 0. Consider
the group isomorphism T Œd ŠH W t 7! .rt:r 0t /, it induces a group isomorphism ofH 2.B /:
H 2.BH/ Š CŒz; z0=K z z0
H 2.BT Œd /
Š
?
ŠCŒw=.dw/
?
rw
?
r 0w
?
(4-15)
whereK is the subgroup given by Eg. 4.1.5 (we think e1 D z and e2 D z0).us regarding the second
Borel chern class cT22 j XA 2 H 2.EA A XA/ Š H.XA/˝H.BH/. In terms of w, it becomes
cT2 D c2   I.; x/z   I.0; x/z0   ./z2   I.; 0/zz0   .0/z02
D c2   I.; x/rw   I.0; x/r 0w   ./.rw/2   I.; 0/.rw/.r 0w/   .0/.r 0w/2
D c2   I.rC r 00; x/w  
 
.r/C rr 0I.; 0/C .r 0/w2
D c2   I.rC r 00; x/w   .rC r 00/w2 D 0
us in this situation, we have d divides .rC r 00/ and hence
exp

K
d
˚
2iN.rC r 00/	  expN ˚   ˛.rC r 00/	
D exp

K
d
˚
2iN.rC r 00/	  expN ˚   d˛ .rCr 00/
d
	 (4-16)
Using the identity expfd˛g D expf2i.LCK/g D expf2iKg, equation (4-16) becomes
exp

K
˚
2iN.rC r 00/	  expN ˚   .2iK/.rCr 00/
d
	 D 1: (4-17)
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So we have F˛ D Fˇ .
We know in Remark 4.1.1 that the standard form is not uniquely expressed.e following lemma
shows that dierent expression gives the same class F .
Proposition 4.2.8 If cT22 D 0, then the class F is independent of the descriptions of the subgroup
Hp D f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g.
Proof. Assume the groupH has two descriptions:
f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 T Œd g D f.qs; q0s/ j s 2 T Œd g;
and the point p D .ra; r 0a/ D .qb; q0b/ for some a; b 2 CŒd . Li a; b to ˛; ˇ 2 C. Since
cT
2
2 D 0, the class F is independent of the li ˛; ˇ.us we may assume .r˛; r 0˛/ D .qˇ; q0ˇ/.
Let  2 T Œd  be a generator. We write .r; r 0/ D .qs; q0s/ for some s 2 T Œd . Since  is a
generator, we can write s D c for some integer 1  c  d .us .r; r 0/ D .qc; q0c/ and
hence .r   qc/ D 0 and .r 0   q0c/ D 0 in T Œd .is means there exists integersN;N 0 such that
r   qc D Nd and r 0   q0c D N 0d .us if suces to check these two cases: 1) .r; r 0/ D .qc; q0c/
and 2) .r; r 0/ D .q; q0   d/.
1) .r; r 0/ D .qc; q0c/ case: Assume d˛ D 2i.LCK/. In this case, we have ˇ D c˛ and hence
dˇ D 2i.cLC cK/.us the class F :
F.q;q0;ˇ/ D exp

cK
d
˚
I.qC q00; x/C ˇ.qC q00/	 x C Œq C 0q0ˇ
D exp

K
d
˚
I.cqC cq00; x/C cc˛.qC q00/	 x C Œq C 0q0c˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.cqC cq00/	 x C Œcq C 0cq0˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	 x C Œr C 0r 0˛
DF.r;r 0;˛/
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2) In this case .r; r 0/ D .q; q0   d/, thus p D .ra; r 0a/ D .qa; .q0   d/a/ D .qb; q0b/. But
since a 2 CŒd , we have .ra; r 0a/ D .qa; q0a/ D .qb; q0b/.is means in this case we may assume
the lis ˛ D ˇ and d˛ D dˇ D 2i.LCK/. Since r D q and q0 D r 0 C d we have
F.q;q0/W D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC .r 0 C d/0; x/C ˛.rC .r 0 C d/0/	 x C Œr C 0.r 0 C d/˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C I.d0; x/C ˛.rC r 00/C ˛I.rC r 00; d0/C ˛.d0/	
  x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C 0d˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C I.d0; x/­ C ˛.rC r 00/C ˛I.rC r 00; d0/® C ˛.d0/¬
	
 exp    KI.x­ C Œr C 0r 0˛®; 0/   2iK2.0/¬ x C Œr C 0r 0˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	 x C Œr C 0r 0˛ D F.r;r 0/
is completes the proof. 
Classes Fı and F? If we carefully write down the class F , we have
F W D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	 x C Œr C 0r 0˛
D exp

K
d
˚X
i
.Œri C r 00i xi/C ˛ 12
X
i
.ri C r 00i/2
	Y
i

 
xi C Œir C 0ir 0˛

:
We can decompose the above product into two products by decomposing the index set f1;    ; dg
into two disjoint subsets fi j d divides Œir C0ir 0g and fi j d does not divide Œir C0ir 0g.at
is
˚
1  i  d	 D ˚i j Œir C 0ir 0  0 mod d	G˚i j Œir C 0ir 0 ¥ 0 mod d	:
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For simplicity, we dene
P
ıW D
X
d jŒirC0ir 0
Q
ıW D
Y
d jŒirC0ir 0
Iı.x;m/W DPıximi D X
d jŒirC0ir 0
ximi ı.m/W D12
X
d jŒirC0ir 0
m2i
ı.x/W DQı.xi/
(4-18)
also we dene? subscript by
P DPıCP? Q DQı Q?
I DIı C I?  Dı C ?
 Dı  ?
(4-19)
Finally, we dene Fı; F? by
Fı.x;; Np/W D exp

K
d
˚
Iı.rC r 00; x/C ˛ı.rC r 00/
	
ı
 
x C Œr C 0r 0˛
F?.x;; Np/W D exp

K
d
˚
I?.rC r 00; x/C ˛?.rC r 00/
	
?
 
x C Œr C 0r 0˛:
Notice that we have F D FıF?. Our calculations of F can be applied to Fı and F? to obtain the
following.
Proposition 4.2.9 e classes Fı and F? are independent of the choice of li , and are W.m/
invariant. If w 2 W , then
Fı.x;; Np/ D Fı.wx;w; Np/;
and similarly for F?. As such, they assemble to give elements Fı.V; Np/; F?.V; Np/ ofH.BSU.d/H /.
Notice that forFı, we have d divide riC r 00i in its index set and hence d divides .rC r 00/.
Like computations in prop. 4.2.6, the class Fı is independent of the choice of li ˛. Since F D FıF?,
the dependence of ˛ of F? is determined by that of F and we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.2.10 If V is a virtual T 2-equivariant SU -bundle, then the class Fı is independent of
the choice of li ˛. If we have vanishing equivariant second Chern class cT2 .V / D 0, then the class F?
is also independent of the choice of li ˛.
Remark 4.2.11: e notation Fı relates to the invariant subbundle V H part as suggested by the
following proposition.e F? is related to the normal bundle V H ,! V part, see Sec. 4.2.5.
Proposition 4.2.12 e class Fı.V; p/ is the Euler class for the xed bundle V H .at is, for any
choice of li ˛, we have
Fı.V; Np/ D e.V H /:
Proof. Since d divides ri C r 00i , we have
Fı.V; p/W D Fı.; Np/
W D exp

K
d
˚
Iı.rC r 00; x/C ˛ı.rC r 00/
	
ı
 
x C Œr C 0r 0˛
D exp

K
d
˚
dIı.ŒrC r 00=d; x/C d 2˛ı.ŒrC r 00=d/
	
ı
 
x C Œr C 0r 0=d  d˛
We can apply the translation formula to
ı
 
x C Œr C 0r 0=d  d˛
Dı
 
x C Œr C 0r 0=d  2i.LCK/
D exp

 K˚Iı.ŒrC r 00=d; x/C 2iK2ı.ŒrC r 00=d/	
 ı
 
x

(4-20)
Combining equations 22 and (4-20), we have
Fı.V / D ı.x/ D e.V H /
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is completes the proof. 
4.2.2 e case whenHp D f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 Tg
By section 4.1.2 we know for p 2 C2 to haveH D Hp D f.rs; r 0s/ j s 2 Tg where gcd.r; r 0/ D 1,
we must have p D .ra; r 0a/ for some a 2 C whose order is innite. We li p D .ra; r 0a/ to
Np D .r˛; r 0˛/ 2 C2 by liing a 2 C to ˛ 2 C.
Letm D .m;m0/ W H ! T be a reduction which corresponds to a component of BSU.d/H .
We li to  W T 2 ! T :
T 2
 - T
H
[
6
m
-
(4-21)
We dene the function
F D F.; p/ D .x C ŒrC r 00˛/ (4-22)
We rst show that the class F is independent of the choice of li . If  D .; 0/ W T 2 ! T is
another li ofm, then the restricted homomorphism     jH W H ! T is a zero homomorphism.
us we have .   /r C .0   0/r 0 D 0.is gives us ŒrC r 00 D Œr C r 00 and hence F is
independent of the choice of li. In the sameway, the classF isw.m/-invariant andW -equivariant.
us F assembles to an element ofH.BSU.d/H /.
Remark 4.2.13: e above formula can be view as a degenerated case of (4-22) of nite cyclic group
case by regarding T D T Œ1 and L=1D 0.
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Dependence of li ˛ Let ˇ 2 C be another li of a 2 C.us we know ˇ D ˛C 2i.LCK/
for some L;K 2 Z.us in terms of ˇ we have
Fˇ D .x C .rC r 00/ˇ/
D  x C .rC r 00/˛ C .rC r 00/2i.LCK/
D expf KI.rC r 00; x C .rC r 00/˛/   2iK2.rC r 00/g.x C .rC r 00//
D expf KI.rC r 00; x C .rC r 00/˛/   2iK2.rC r 00/gF˛
D expf KI.rC r 00; x/  K˛I.rC r 00; rC r 00/   2iK2.rC r 00/gF˛:
Similarly, if we have vanishing equivariant second Chern class, then F˛ D Fˇ . ( Because 0 D
I. ; / D . /.)
Remark 4.2.14: In fact, in this case, we only require that the restricted Borel class cT22 jXHD 0.
Consider the group isomorphismTŠH W t 7! .rt:r 0t /, it induces a group isomorphism ofH 2.B /:
H 2.BH/ ŠCŒz; z0= r 0z   rz0 z z0
H 2.BT /
Š
?
Š CŒw
?
rw
?
r 0w
?
(4-23)
whereK is the subgroup given by Eg. 4.1.4 (we think e1 D z, e2 D z0 and e D w).us regarding
the second Borel chern class cT22 j XA 2 H 2.EA A XA/ Š H.XA/˝H.BH/. In terms of w, it
becomes
cT2 D c2   I.; x/z   I.0; x/z0   ./z2   I.; 0/zz0   .0/z02
D c2   I.rC r 00; x/w   .rC r 00/w2 D 0
us in this case we have I.rC r 00; x/; I.rC r 00; rC r 00/ and .rC r 00/ are all zero.
Proposition 4.2.15 If cT22 D 0, then the class F is independent of the description of the groupH .
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Proof. If we have two expression ofH D Hp:
f.rt; r 0t / 2 T 2 j t 2 Tg D f.qt; q0t / 2 T 2 j t 2 Tg:
We have p D .ra; r 0a/ D .qb; q0b/ for some a; b 2 C. We li a; b to ˛; ˇ 2 C. Since cT22 D 0, the
class F is independent of the choice of li b, we may assume the li ˇ satises .r˛; r 0˛/ D .qˇ; q0ˇ/.
In terms of .r; r 0/, the class F dened in equation (4-22) becomes
F.r;r 0/ D .x C ŒrC r 00˛/ D .x C ŒqC q00ˇ/
D F.q;q0/:
(4-24)
is shows the class F is independent of the description ofH . 
ClassesFı andF? In this situation, we decompose the index set by whether riCr 00i D 0 or not.
We set
P
ı D
P
0DriCr 00i and
Q
ı D
Q
0DriCr 00i , we have formulas similar to equation (4-18)
and similar proposition.
Proposition 4.2.16 e classes Fı and F? dened by
Fı D Fı.; Np/ D ı.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
F? D F?.; Np/ D ?.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
(4-25)
are independent of the choice of li , and are W.m/ invariant and W -equivariant. As such, they
assemble to give elements ofH.BSU.d/H / and associated classes Fı.V; Np/; F?.V; Np/ ofH.XH /. If
cT2 .V / D 0, then Fı; F? are independent of the li ˛. Moreover, we have Fı.V; Np/ D e.V H /.
4.2.3 e case whenHp D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd g _ f.st; s0t / j t 2 Tg
By section 4.1.3 we know for p 2 C2 to haveH D Hp D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd g _ f.st; s0t / j t 2 Tg
where gcd.r; r 0/ D gcd.s; s0/ D 1, we must have p D .ra; r 0a/C .sb; s0b/ for some a 2 CŒd1 and
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b 2 C of innite order.
Letm D .m;m0/ W H ! T be a reduction which corresponds to a component ofBSU.d/H . We
li it to D .; 0/ W T 2 ! T . Also lip D .ra; r 0a/C.sb; s0b/ to Np D .r˛Csˇ; r 0˛Cs0ˇ/ 2 C2
by liing a; b 2 C to ˛; ˇ 2 C with d1˛ D 2i.LCK/ where L;K 2 Z
We dene the class F D F.; p/ to be
F D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/C ˇI.rC r 00; s C 0s0/	
 x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ (4-26)
Proposition 4.2.17 e class F is aW.m/- invariant, which is independent of the choice of li .
Proof. For simplicity, we letH1W D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd g andH2W D f.st; s0t / j t 2 Tg.
We showF does not rely on the choice of li. As in sec. 4.2.4, if and are two homomorphism
fromT 2 to T , which both lim.en the restricted homomorphism . / jHD 0, then . / is
also a zero homomorphism when restricted to the subgroupsH1;H2.us we can apply prop. 4.2.2
and its 1-dim analogous to above subgroups and do similar computations.
Since .  / jH2D 0, we havesC0s0 D sC 0s0. Also since .  / jH1D 0, by prop. 4.2.2
we have r C 0r 0 D r C 0r 0 C d for some homomorphism  W T 2 ! T .us the  part:
W D 
 
x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ
D  x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C d˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ
D exp ˚  KI.x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ; /   2iK2./	
 .x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ/
D exp ˚  KI.x; /  KI.Œr C 0r 0˛; /  KI.Œs C 0s0ˇ; /   2iK2./	
 .x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ/
D exp ˚  KI.x; /  KI.Œr C 0r 0˛; /  KI.Œs C 0s0ˇ; /   2iK2./	  
(4-27)
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Also for exp part:
exp D exp

K
d
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/C ˇI.rC r 00; s C 0s0/	
D exp

K
d
˚
I.r C r 00 C d; x/C ˛.r C r 00 C d/C ˇI.r C r 00 C d; s C 0s0/	
D exp

K
d
˚
I.r C r 00; x/C dI.; x/C ˛.r C r 00/C d 2˛./C d˛I.r C r 00; /
C ˇI.r C r 00; s C 0s0/C dˇI.; s C 0s0/	:
Using the identity expfd˛g D expf2i.LCK/g D expf2iKg, we have
F D exp  D exp

K
d
˚
I.r C r 00; x//C ˛.r C r 00/C ˇI.r C r 00; s C 0s0/


D exp  D F:
is shows thatF does not rely on the choice of li.e proof thatF isw.m/-invariant is similar.
Remark 4.2.18: e dependence of F on the choice of li ˛ proceeds as in previous cases. Like
equations 4.2.1, 4.2.2, the formula for the quotient F˛=Fˇ of two dierent lis ˛; ˇ must involve
I. ; / and . /. Which will become 1 if we insist that cT2 ./ D 0.
Classes Fı and F? In this situation, we decompose the index set by the following. Letting
SıW D f1  i  d j .ri C r 00i/  0 mod d and .si C s00i/ D 0g;
and S? D f1  i  dg n Sı. We setPı D Pi2Sı ,Qı D Qi2Sı and similarly forP?;Q?. We
have formulas similar to equation (4-18) and similar proposition.
Proposition 4.2.19 e classes Fı and F? dened by
Fı D Fı.; Np/ D ı.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
F? D F?.; Np/ D ?.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
(4-28)
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are independent of the choice of li , and are W.m/ invariant and W -equivariant. As such, they
assemble to give elements ofH.BSU.d/H / and associated classes Fı.V; Np/; F?.V; Np/ ofH.XH /. If
cT2 .V / D 0, then Fı; F? are independent of the li ˛. Moreover, we have Fı.V; Np/ D e.V H /.
4.2.4 e case whenHp D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd1g _ f.st; s0t / j t 2 T Œd2g
By section 4.1.3 we know for p 2 C2 to have H D Hp D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd1g _ f.st; s0t / j
t 2 T Œd2g where gcd.r; r 0/ D gcd.s; s0/ D 1, we must have p D .ra; r 0a/ C .sb; s0b/ for some
a 2 CŒd1 and b 2 CŒd2.
Letm D .m;m0/ W H ! T be a reduction which corresponds to a component ofBSU.d/H . We
li it to D .; 0/ W T 2 ! T . Also lip D .ra; r 0a/C.sb; s0b/ to Np D .r˛Csˇ; r 0˛Cs0ˇ/ 2 C2
by liing a; b 2 C to ˛; ˇ 2 C with d1˛ D 2i.L1 C K1/ and d2ˇ D 2i.L2 C K2/ where
Li ; Ki 2 Z.
We dene the function F D F.; p/ to be
F D exp

K1
d1
˚
I.rC r 00; x/C ˛.rC r 00/	
 exp

K2
d2
˚
I.sC s00; x/C ˇ.sC s00/	
 exp
 K1
d1
ˇ C K2
d2
˛

I.rC r 00; sC s00/

 x C Œr C 0r 0˛ C Œs C 0s0ˇ
(4-29)
Proposition 4.2.20 e class F is aW.m/- invariant andW -equivariant, which is independent of
the choice of li . If cT2 ./ D 0, then F is also independent of the choice of li Np.
Proof. For simplicity, we let H1W D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T Œd1g and H2W D f.st; s0t / j t 2 T Œd2g.
Note that if W D .; 0/ and W D .; 0/ are two homomorphism from T 2to T , which both lim,
then the restricted homomorphism .   / jHD 0.us .   / is also a zero homomorphism
when restricted to the subgroupsH1;H2. We can apply prop. 4.2.2 to each subgroup and do similar
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computations.is will give us that F is independent of li  andW.m/- invariant. 
Classes Fı and F? In this situation, we decompose the index set by the following. Letting
SıW D f1  i  d j .ri C r 00i/  0 mod d1 and .si C s00i/  0 mod d2g;
and S? D f1  i  dg n Sı. We setPı D Pi2Sı ,Qı D Qi2Sı and similarly forP?;Q?. We
have formulas similar to equation (4-18) and similar proposition.
Proposition 4.2.21 e classes Fı and F? dened by
Fı D Fı.; Np/ D ı.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
F? D F?.; Np/ D ?.x C ŒrC r 00˛/
(4-30)
are independent of the choice of li , and are W.m/ invariant and W -equivariant. As such, they
assemble to give elements ofH.BSU.d/H / and associated classes Fı.V; Np/; F?.V; Np/ ofH.XH /. If
cT2 .V / D 0, then Fı; F? are independent of the li ˛. Moreover, we have Fı.V; Np/ D e.V H /.
4.2.5 Equivariant Variants
In this section we will dene F T2; F T2ı and F T
2
? which are equivariant analogues of F;Fı; F?. If V
is aT 2-equivariant bundle over anH -xed spaceX , then theT 2-action preserves the decomposition
into isotypical summands for theH -action
V Š
M
˛2H_
˛ ˝ hom.˛; V /:
and so the reductionm determines a T 2-equivariant principalZ.m/-bundle over X . Put another
way, the T 2-action on BSU.d/H determines one on the component BZ.m/, and as such the map
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classifying the Borel construction of the tautological bundle factors as
ET 2 T2 BZ.m/ - BZ.m/
BSU.d/H
?-
(4-31)
We write F T2.V; ; Np/; F T2ı .V; ; Np/ and F T2? .V; ; Np/ for the resulting Borel classes, (H D Hp),
inHT2.X/˝H
T2
OCT2 .
It is important to understand the restriction of these Borel classes to the xed subspace Y D XT2 :
Since Y  X , any reduction
 W 0Y ! hom.T 2; T /
of the action of T 2 on V jY is a li ofm. If x D .x1; : : : ; xd / are the Chern roots of V jY , then
F T
2
.V; Np/ jYD F T2.x;; Np/ D F.x C z C 0z0;; Np/
F T
2
ı .V; Np/ jYD F T
2
ı .x;; Np/ D Fı.x C z C 0z0;; Np/
F T
2
? .V; Np/ jYD F T
2
? .x;; Np/ D F?.x C z C 0z0;; Np/
(4-32)
We can now show that F T2 is the translation of the equivariant Euler class associated to  .
Proposition 4.2.22 Let  be the tautological bundle over BStringHC .en
F T
2
.; Np/ D T Np eT
2
./ 2 HPT2.BStringHC /˝H
T2
OCT
F T
2
ı .; Np/ D T Np eT
2
.H / 2 HPT2.BStringHC /˝H
T2
OCT
F T
2
? .; Np/ D T Np eT
2
.=H / 2 HPT2.BStringHC /˝H
T2
OCT
(4-33)
Moreover, the class F T2ı is invariant under the translation by Np:
F T
2
ı .; Np/ D T NpF T
2
ı .; Np/ D eT
2
.H /
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Proof. By Prop. 3.2.3 we know that
H T2.BString
H
C /˝H
T2
OCT ! H T2.BStringT
2
C /˝H
T2
OCT
is injective, and so it suces to prove that
F T
2
.; Np/j
BStringT
2
C
D T Np eT2./jBStringT2C ;
and similarly for F T2ı ; F T
2
? . Under the indicated characteristic class restrictions, we have I.; x/ D
I.0; x/ D 0 and ./ D .0/ D I.; 0/ D 0 by Prop. 3.3.10, and so for each possible subgroup
Hp the ”exponential term” of Borel classes F T
2
; F T
2
ı and F T
2
? vanishes. More precisely, for Hp
being topological cyclic subgroup, the Borel classes of F dened in equation (4-10) of Sec. 4.2.1 and
equation (4-22) of Sec. 4.2.2 becomes
F T
2
.; Np/j
BStringT
2
C
D F.x C z C 0z0;; Np/ D  x C z C 0z0 C .rC r 00/˛
D¬
 
x C .z C r˛/C 0.z0 C r 0˛/ D T Np .x C z C 0z0/ D T Np eT2./;
where the last second identity ¬ is because we have Np D .r˛; r 0˛/ in these two cases. Similarly,
for the rest two types of Hp, the Borel classes of F dened in equation (4-26) of Sec. 4.2.3 and
equation (4-29) of Sec. 4.2.4 becomes
F T
2
.; Np/j
BStringT
2
C
D F.x C z C 0z0;; Np/
D x C z C 0z0 C .rC r 00/˛ C .sC s00/ˇ
D­
 
x C .z C r˛ C sˇ/C 0.z0 C r 0˛ C s0ˇ/ D T Np .x C z C 0z0/ D T Np eT2./;
where the last second identity­ is because we have Np D .r˛; r 0˛/C .sˇ; s0ˇ/ in these two cases.
Similar analysis leads us to the rest two identies of equation (4-33). Recall that we showed that the
class Fı./ is actually the Euler class e.H /, thus its Borel analogue becomes F T
2
ı ./ D eT2.H /,
thus F T2ı is invariant under T Np . 
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Remark 4.2.23: In fact, we can restate the last assertion as: If p 2 H for some subgroupH < T 2,
then T Np eT
2
.H / D eT2.H /.
In above cases we deal with subgroupsHp ¤ T 2.e caseH D T 2 is much easier for we can
write explicit formula for the Borel classes ofHT2.XT
2
/ D H.XT2/˝H.BT 2/ directly.
Proposition 4.2.24 Letm D .m;m0/ W T 2 ! T be a homomorphism, corresponding to a component
BZ.m/ of BSU.d/T2 , and let  be the tautological T 2-equivariant vector bundle over this space. Let
x D .x1; : : : ; xd / be the roots of the total Chern class of the tautological bundle  over BSU.d/T2 .
en we have elements ofHP 
T2
.BSU.d/T
2
/˝HP
T2
OCT2 :
eT
2
./.z; z0/ D .x Cmz Cm0z0/
eT
2
.T
2
/.z; z0/ D
Y
mjD0
andm0
j
D0
.xj Cmj z Cm0j z0/
eT
2
.=T
2
/.z; z0/ D
Y
mj¤0
orm0
j
¤0
.xj Cmj z Cm0j z0/
Denition 4.2.25 If p 2 CT2 is such thatH D Hp D T 2, and Np D .}; } 0/ 2 C2 is a li of Np. We
dene Borel classes:
F T
2
.m; Np/W DT Np eT
2
./.z; z0/ D .x Cmz Cm} Cm0z0 Cm0} 0/
F T
2
ı .m; Np/W DT Np eT
2
.T
2
/.z; z0/
Remark 4.2.26: Similar computations give us that if V=X is a T 2 vector bundle with cT22 ./ D 0,
then F T2.V;m; Np/ and F T2ı .V;m; Np/ do not depend on the choice of li Np. Also, we know F T2ı is
invariant under T Np .
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4.3 om Sections
We are now ready to prove our main theorem about the existence ofom section, dened in 4.3.1,
with respect to the sigma orientation. Recall that given the sigma orientation  and a T 2 space X of
the homotopy type of a CW complex, there is an isomorphism of sheaves of ET2.X/-modules:
˚ W ET .X/Œ;V  Š ET .XV /:
Denition 4.3.1 Let V=X be T -oriented vector bundle. Aom section extending the sigma ori-
entation is a global section   2 ET .X/Œ;V , whose value at stalk 0 is  0 D 1. In other words,
via the above isomorphism ˚ ,  0 is mapped to an equivariantom class (with respect to sigma
orientation)omT .V / 2 ET .XV /0 D HT .XV /˝HT OCT ;0.
Our main theorem is
eorem 4.3.2 Let V=X be a T 2-equivariant complex virtual SU -bundle, such that the Borel Chern
classes cT21 D cT22 D 0, then there exists aom section   of the sheafET2.XV / extending the sigma
orientation.
Proof. LetU D fUa j a 2 CT2g be a cover adapted to .V=X; /. We will construct local sections
 a 2 ET2.X/.Ua/ D HT2.Xa/˝H
T2
OCT .Up/ such that
 b D T b a
 
e.a; b/ a

on U  Ua \ Ub , where e.a; b/ is dened in Prop. 2.4.8 and i denotes the inclusion i W Xb ,! Xa.
First note that under the assumption, we have well-dened Borel classes of Prop. 4.2.22 which
are also independent of the choice of li a; b. Write A D Ha and B D Hb subgroups of T 2 such
that A < B . Letm W B ! T be a homomorphism, corresponding to one component of XB , then
its restriction to A:m jAW A! T corresponds to one component ofXA. We li  W T 2 ! T .en
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by Prop. 4.2.22 in one component of XB  XA, we have
e.a; b/ D i
F T2ı .; a/
F T
2
ı .; b/
;
Now we dene the local section  aW D F T
2
.;a/
F T
2
ı .;a/
D F T2? .; a/ 2 HT2.XA/˝OCT .Ua/. Notice that
since the open setUa of CT is small, we can regard  a as an element ofET2.XA/.Ua/. We then have
e.a; b/  i a D i
F T2ı .; a/
F T
2
ı .; b/
 iF
T2.; a/
F T
2
ı .; a/
D i
F T2.; a/
F T
2
ı .; b/
:
Now since b   a 2 CB , by Prop. 4.2.22 we know F T2ı .; b/ is invariant under T b a:
T b aF
T2
ı .; b/ D F T
2
ı .; b/:
On the other hand, since cT22 D 0 all possible exponential factors of F T2.; a/ and F T2.; b/
disappear.is gives us
T b aF
T2.; a/ D F T2.; b/:
Putting the last two equations together, we have
T b a
iF.; a/
Fı.; b/
D T

b ai
F.; a/
Fı.; b/
D F.; b/
Fı.; b/
D  b:
Clearly, if a D .0; 0/ 2 CT2 , then A D f0g the trivial group.us F D Fı and hence  a D 1.is
completes the proof. 
4.4 Higher Dimensional Computations
In this section, we sketch how to extend our work to higher dimensional cases. First, we compute the
set CH for a compact topologically cyclic subgroups of aN -torus Tn. We will focus on subgroups
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of the form f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Tn j s 2 Tg in Sec. 4.4.1 , or f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Tn j s 2 T Œd g in
Sec. 4.4.2, where ri 2 Z and gcd.r1;    ; rn/ D 1. A general subgroup is generated by these two
types.
We then construct in Sec. 4.4.3 and Sec. 4.4.4 the class ıA similar to what we did in Sec. 4.2 for
closed subgroups A of Tn. We also discuss its independence of choice of reductions and lis of
points.
We list two theorems that we will use heavily for higher dimensional computations.
eorem 4.4.1 Let r D .r1;    ; rn/ 2 Zn n 0 be a non-zero integer vector and d D gcd.r1;    ; rn/.
en there exists a matrix C 2 SLn.Z/ such that
rC D den D .0;    ; 0; d/:
eorem 4.4.2 As above. LetN 2 Z and letX D .x1;    ; xn/T a column vector .en the equation
rX D
nX
iD1
rixi D Nd
has integral solutions if and only if there existsm1;    ; mn 1 2 Z such that
X D
n 1X
iD1
miC
i CNC n;
where C j is the j th column of the matrix C ofm. 4.4.1. In other words, we have the following
matrix expression: 0BBBBBBBBBB@
x1
x2
:::
xn 1
xn
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

C 1 C 2    C n 1 C n

0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
N
1CCCCCCCCCCA
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Remark 4.4.3: is theorem can be generalized toX being a matrix. In that situation, d is a column
vector and the column vector .m1;    ; mn 1; N /T extends to a matrix.
4.4.1 CH forH D frs j s 2 Tg
Let r 2 Zn n 0 be a non-zero integer vector, we will compute CH for H D frs j s 2 TgWD
f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Tn j s 2 Tg. Here we insist that gcd.r1;    ; rn/ D 1.
We rst determine homomorphisms
X D .x1;    ; xn/ W Tn ! T W .t1;    ; tn/ 7!
X
xi ti ;
such that the homomorphismX becomes zero when restricting toH , where xi 2 Z. We know when
restricts toH , X becomes
X jH .s/ D
X
xiris D .rX/s;
hereX is the column vectorX D XT and s 2 T . It is trivial if and only if rX D 0. By theorem 4.4.2
this means that there exists a matrix C 2 SLn.Z/ such thatX can be written as
0BBBBBBBBBB@
x1
x2
:::
xn 1
xn
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

C 1 C 2    C n 1 C n

0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
0
1CCCCCCCCCCA
;
wherem1;    ; mn 1 are arbitrary integers.us we can expressH_ as
H_ WD hom.H;T / D

Ze1 ˚    ˚ Zen
ı X
xiei

Next, we determine CH W D hom.H_;C/. Let y1;    ; yn 2 C denote the image of some homomor-
phism  W Tn ! T of e1;    ; en respectively.en  induces a homomorphism fromH_ if and
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only X
xiyi D yX D 0 2 C:
at is
0 D

y1 y2    yn 1 yn

0BBBBBBBBBB@
x1
x2
:::
xn 1
xn
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

y1 y2    yn 1 yn

C
0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
0
1CCCCCCCCCCA
;
Sincem0is are arbitrary integers, we must have
yC D sen D .0;    ; 0; s/
for some s 2 C. Moreover, we have
yC D sen D srC
this gives us  
y   rsC D 0:
Since C 2 SLn.Z/ we must have y D rs. In other words, we have the following result.
eorem 4.4.4 ForH D f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Cn j s 2 Cg, we have
CH D f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Cn j s 2 Cg:
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4.4.2 CH forH D frs j s 2 T Œd g
Let r 2 Zn n 0 be a non-zero integer vector, we will compute CH forH D frs j s 2 T Œd g WD
f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Tn j s 2 T Œd g. Here we insist that gcd.r1;    ; rn/ D 1.
We rst determine homomorphisms
X D .x1;    ; xn/ W Tn ! T W .t1;    ; tn/ 7!
X
xi ti ;
such that the homomorphism X becomes zero when restricting to H , where xi 2 Z . We know
when restricts toH , X becomes
X jH .s/ D
X
xiris D .rX/s;
hereX is the column vectorX D XT and s 2 T Œd . It is trivial if and only if rX is a multiple of d .
at is rX D dt for some t 2 Z. Since gcd.r1;    ; rn; d/ D 1, bym. 4.4.2 this meansX can be
written asX DPn 1iD1 miC i C dtC n for some C 2 SLn.Z/ andmi 2 Z. In other words, we have
0BBBBBBBBBB@
x1
x2
:::
xn 1
xn
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

C 1 C 2    C n 1 C n

0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
dt
1CCCCCCCCCCA
;
wherem1;    ; mn 1 are arbitrary integers. We can expressH_ as
H_ WD hom.H;T / D

Ze1 ˚    ˚ Zen
ı  n 1X
iD1
xiei C dten

Next, we determine CH D hom.H_;C/. Let y1;    ; yn 2 C denote the image of some homomor-
phism  W Tn ! T of e1;    ; en respectively.en  induces a homomorphism fromH_ if and
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only X
xiyi D yX D 0 2 C:
at is
0 D

y1 y2    yn 1 yn

0BBBBBBBBBB@
x1
x2
:::
xn 1
xn
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

y1 y2    yn 1 yn

C
0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
dt
1CCCCCCCCCCA
;
Letting t D 0 rst and sincem0is are arbitrary integers, we must have
yC D sen D .0;    ; 0; s/
for some s 2 C. Moreover, we have
yC D sen D srC
this gives us  
y   rsC D 0:
Since C 2 SLn.Z/ we must have y D rs.is gives us yC D srC D sen D .0;    ; 0; s/.
Substituting it back to the equation
0 D yC
0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
dt
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D

0 0    0 s

0BBBBBBBBBB@
m1
m2
:::
mn 1
dt
1CCCCCCCCCCA
D dts
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is gives us s 2 CŒd .
In other words, we have the following result.
eorem 4.4.5 ForH D f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Cn j s 2 CŒd g, we have
CH D f.r1s;    ; rns/ 2 Cn j s 2 CŒd g:
4.4.3 ıA for cyclic groups A
Following the rank 2 case, let V=X be a Tn -equivariant SU.d/ complex vector bundle over a A
- xed space X . We give a formula of ıA.V / for A D frt j t 2 T Œd g and r D .r1;    ; rn/ 2 Zn
considered in previous sections.e class ıA is the higher rank analogue of the class F dened in
Sec. 4.2. We may also include d D 1 as an extremal case. We also understand that T Œ1 D T
and c=1D 0 for some non-zero c 2 C. Let T be the standard maximal torus of SU.d/. A group
homomorphismM W Tn ! T can be expressed by an n  d matrixM 2Mnd .Z/:
M W Tn ! T W tW D .t1;    ; tn/1n 7! tM 2M1d .C/;
where we regardTn and T as row vectors inM1n.T / andM1d .T / and we use the additive notion
of T as before. For example, the homomorphism  D .; 0/ W T 2 ! T discussed in previous
sections are now expressed as the matrix
 D
0B@1 2    d
01 02    0d
1CA ;
thus we can regard;0 as row integer vectors. Let a 2 Cn be such thatHa D A.us a D ra 2 Cn
for some a 2 CŒd . Li a to ˛ 2 Cn by liing a 2 C to ˛ 2 C with d˛ D 2i.L C K/. Lis
a homomorphism A ! T toM W Tn ! T whereM 2 Mnd .Z/. Let x1;    ; xd be the formal
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Chern root of the bundle V . Experience suggests that we should dene
ıA.M; a/ D exp K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/	.x C rM˛/;
where rM is now a row vector ofM1d . We check that it is independent of the liM . LetQ 2
Mnd .Z/ be another li.en we know that the restriction map .M  Q/ jAD 0 for A D fsr j
s 2 T Œd g.us we have sr.M   Q/ D 0 for all s 2 T Œd  and we must have d j r.M   Q/.
Which means d divides each item in the row vector r.M  Q/. By Rmk. 4.4.3 and computations in
Sec. 4.4.1 we know there exists matrices C 2 SLn.Z/ and L 2Mnd such that last row of L are of
the form .d l1;    ; d ln/ andM  Q D CL. We denote the row vector .d l1;    ; d ln/ as d l , where
l 2M1d .Z/.us we have
r.M  Q/ D rCL D enL D d l :
Which means
rM D rQC d l :
Now we can compute terms in the ıA function. First, we have
I.rM;x/ D I.rQC d l ; x/ D I.rQ;x/C dI.l ; x/:
Secondly, we have
.rM/ D .rQC d l/ D .rQ/C d 2.l/C dI.rQ; l/:
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ird, for the  part
.x C rM˛/ D .x C rQ˛ C ld˛/ D .x C rQ˛ C 2i.LCK/l/
D expf KI.l ; x C rQ˛/   2iK2.l/g.x C rQ˛/
D expf KI.l ; x/  KI.l ; rQ˛/   2iK2.l/g.x C rQ˛/
Putting these together, we get
ıA.M; a/ D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/	.x C rM˛/
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rQ;x/C dI.l ; x/C ˛Œ.rQ/C d 2.l/C dI.rQ; l/	
expf KI.l ; x/  KI.l ; rQ˛/   2iK2.l/g.x C rQ˛/
Since we know
exp

K
d
d 2˛.l/

D exp

K2i.LCK/.l/

D exp

2iK2.l/

exp

K
d
d˛I.rQ; l/

D exp

K˛I.rQ; l/

we have
ıA.M; a/ D exp

K
d
˚
I.rQ;x/C ˛.rQ/	  .x C rQ˛/
DıA.Q; a/
is shows ıA is independent of the liM .
Independent of the li ˛
We prove that the function ıA is independent of the choice of the li a 2 C if cT2 .V / D 0. Let
ˇ 2 C be another li of a.en we have ˇ D ˛C 2i.ACB/ for someA;B 2 Z. We also know
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dˇ D 2i.LC dA/C 2i.K C dB/ .
LetM 2 Mnd .Z/ be a group homomorphism from Tn to T which is a li of  W A ! T .
en ıA for ˇ is
ıA.M;ˇ/ D exp

K C dB
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˇ.rM/	.x C rMˇ/
D exp

K C dB
d
˚
I.rM;x/C Œ˛ C 2i.AC B/.rM/	.x C rMˇ/
D exp

K C dB
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/C 2iB.rM/	
 .x C rM˛ C rM.AC B//
D exp

K C dB
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/C 2iB.rM/	
 ˚   BI.rM;x C rM˛/   2iB2.rM/	  .x C rM˛/
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/C 2iB.rM/	
 exp ˚   B˛.rM/	  .x C rM˛/
D exp  K
d
2iB.rM/   B˛.rM/  ıA.M;˛/
Now again the conditions that cT2 D 0 give us that .rM/ D 0 and hence ıA is independent of the
li of ˛.
Independence of Expression of A
Proposition 4.4.6 If cTn2 D 0, then the class ıA is independent of the descriptions of the subgroup
A D frs j s 2 T Œd g.
Proof. Assume the group A has two descriptions:
A D frs j s 2 T Œd g D fqs j s 2 T Œd g;
for some q D .q1;    ; qn/ 2 Zn. We can expressp in two waysp D ra D qb for some a; b 2 CŒd .
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Li a; b to ˛; ˇ 2 C. Since cT22 D 0, the class ıA is independent of the li ˛; ˇ.us we may assume
r˛ D qˇ. Let  2 T Œd  be a generator. We write r D qs for some s 2 T Œd . Since  is a generator,
we can write s D c for some integer 1  c  d .us r D qc and hence .r   qc/ D 0.is
means there exists row vectors u 2 Zn such that r D cq C du.us if suces to check these two
cases: 1) r D qc and 2) r D q   de1, where e1 D .1; 0;    ; 0/ 2 Zn is the standard basis element.
1) r D qc case: Assume d˛ D 2i.L C K/ for some integers L;K. In this case, we have
ˇ D c˛ and hence dˇ D 2i.cLC cK/.us the class F :
F.q;ˇ/ D exp

cK
d
˚
I.qM;x/C ˇ.qM/	 x C qMˇ
D exp

K
d
˚
I.cqM;x/C cc˛.qM/	 x C qMc˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.cqM/	 x C ŒcqM˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/	 x C rM˛
DF.r;˛/
2) r D q   de1 case: we have p D ra D .q   de1/a D qb. But since a 2 CŒd , we have
qa D qb.is means in this case we may assume the lis ˛ D ˇ and d˛ D dˇ D 2i.LCK/.
We have q D r C de1, thus
Fq D exp

K
d
˚
I..r C de1/M; x/C ˛..r C de1/M/
	

 
x C .r C de1/M˛

D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C I.de1M;x/C ˛.rM/C ˛I.rM;de1M/C ˛.de1M/
	
  x C rM˛ C e1Md˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C I.de1M;x/­ C ˛.rM/C ˛I.rM;de1M/® C ˛.de1M/¬
	
 exp    KI.x­ C rM˛®; e1M/   2iK2.e1M/¬ x C rM˛
D exp

K
d
˚
I.rM;x/C ˛.rM/	 x C rM˛ D Fr
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is completes the proof. 
e class ıA for A D frt j t 2 Tg As remark before, we can regard T D T Œ1 and dene for
a 2 CT such thatHa D frt j t 2 Tg we dene
ıA.M; a/ D .x C rM˛/:
4.4.4 ıA for general closed subgroups A
We constructed in previous section 4.4.3 the formulas ıA for topologically cyclic subgroups A of Tn.
Now we try to write down the formula ıA for a general closed subgroup A of Tn. A general form of
A is
A D
_
i
f.ri1t;    ; rint / j t 2 T Œdi g
__
j
f.sj1t;    ; sjnt / j t 2 Tg; (4-34)
where rik; di ; sjk are integers. Set row vectors ri W D .ri1;    ; rin/ and sj D .sj1;    ; sjn/ of ele-
ments of Zn. Let a 2 CT be a point such thatHa D A, then we can write
a D
X
i
f.ri1ai ;    ; rinai/C
X
j
f.sj1bj ;    ; sjnbj /; where ai 2 CŒdi  and bj 2 C (4-35)
LetM 2Mnd .Z/ represent a group homomorphismM W Tn ! T liing a homomorphism
from A to T . Li ai ; bj 2 C to ˛i ; jˇ 2 C with di˛i D 2i.Li CKi/. We dene the class
ıA.M; a/ D exp
X
i
Ki
di

I.riM;x/C ˛i.riM/

C
X
i<j
Ki
di
j˛ C Kj
dj
˛i

I.riM; rjM/

  x C riM˛i C sjM jˇ 
(4-36)
e dependency of choice of lisM;˛i are similar to rank 2 case.
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Chapter5
Orbifold Elliptic Genera of Finite Abelian
Groups
In this chapter, we study the orbifold elliptic genus in the framework of equivariant elliptic coho-
mology. We rst review in Sec. 5.1 the notion of orbifold elliptic genus dened by Borisov and
Libgober [7]. In Sec. 5.2, we use Shapiro lemma to dene aG-equivariant elliptic cohomology by
regarding G as a subgroup of an n-torus. In Sec. 5.3, we locate the orbifold elliptic genus in the
supports of theom section of thisG-equivariant elliptic cohomology.
5.1 Orbifold Elliptic Genus of Borisov and Libgober
In this sectionwe recall some denitions of orbifold elliptic genus dened by Borisov and Libgober [7].
LetM be a compact complex manifold acted freely by a nite groupG. Let g; h 2 G be a pair of
commuting elements, let
M .g;h/ WDM g \M h (5-1)
be the subset ofM xed by both g and h. Let .g; h/ be the normal bundle ofM .g;h/ inM .
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Write the total Chern roots of the tangent bundle ofM .g;h/:
c.M .g;h// D
Y
j
.1   u.g;h/j /:
Let TM jM .g;h/D ˚W .g;h/ be the decomposition of the of the restriction onM .g;h/ of the tangent
bundle into direct sum of line bundles on which g (resp. h ) acts as multiplication by e2i.g/ (resp.
e2i.h/). Denote by x.g;h/

the Chern roots of the bundleW .g;h/

. We will suppress the upper index
.g; h/ latter for convenience.
Dene a function, called the orbifold orientation,
f .x/ WD .x; /
.x   z; /; (5-2)
where
.x; / D  iq1=8.e x2   e x2 /
Y
n1
.1   qn/.1   qnex/.1   qne x/;
 is a complex number with positive imaginary part, and q WD e2i .
Denition 5.1.1 We dene the following function of two variables that we called orbifold elliptic
genus ofM=G:
El lorb.M;G/ D 1j G j
X
g;h;ghDhg
˚g;h
where
˚g;hW D
Z
M .g;h/
	g;h
	g;hW D
  Y
.g/D.h/D0
x
Y

e2i.h/z
f .x C .g/   .h//
Since .g/ D .h/ D 0 if and only ifW is contained in the tangent bundle TM .g;h/ of the xed
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manifold M .g;h/. We can rewrite 	g;h according to this bundle decompositions TM jM .g;h/D
TM .g;h/ ˚ .g; h/ as:
	g;hW D
 Y
TM .g;h/
uj
f .uj /
 Y
.g;h/
e2i.h/z
f .x C .g/   .h//
and hence
˚g;h D
Z
M .g;h/
 Y
TM .g;h/
uj
f .uj /
 Y
.g;h/
e2i.h/z
f .x C .g/   .h//
(5-3)
5.2 G-Equivariant Elliptic Cohomology
In this section we rst dene the G-equivariant elliptic cohomology for a nite abelian group G.
Secondly, we discuss theom section for orbifold orientation.
G-equivariant elliptic cohomology Fix a group isomorphismG WD Z=N1      Z=Nr , let
be the lattice 2i.ZC Z/, let C WD C= be the elliptic curve, let T D T r be a r torus, and let
ET WD ETr be Grojnowski’s equivariant elliptic cohomology associated to CTr Š Cr . We can
regard the cyclic group Z=N as T ŒN . More generally, we regard G as a subgroup of T via this
identication:
G WDZ=N1      Z=Nr Š
 
ZŒ
1
N1
=Z
       ZŒ 1
Nr
=Z

,! R=Z       R=Z Š T r D T: (5-4)
Denition 5.2.1 Using above identication, we dene Grojnowski’sG-equivariant elliptic cohomol-
ogy for a complex manifold M acted byG:
EG.M/ WD ET .T G M/:
Remark 5.2.2: As written, the denition of EG depends on the identication (5-4). For example,
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we haveGW D Z=6 Š Z=2  Z=3.us we can use either 1 or 2 dimensional tours to dene EG . In
fact, any two choices of embedding lead to isomorphic EG . However, we don’t need this result and
for this paper we x one embeddingG ,! T as (5-4).
Lemma 5.2.3 Let H be a subgroup of T , then .T G M/H ¤ ; only if H  G.us the sheaf
EG.M/W D ET .T G M/ is supported in the nite subset CG D CŒN1      CŒNn. Also, when
H  G, then .T G M/H D T G MH .
Proof. Suppose that there is an element xed by H, say Œt; m 2 .T G M/H . us we have
ŒhC t; m D Œt; m for all h 2 H .is means for each h there is an g 2 G such that hC t D t C g
and g 1  m D m. e rst identity shows g D h, hence H  G. From the second identity
g 1 m D m for all g 2 H we havem 2MH . 
We can use the identication (5-4) to identifyG G as a subgroup of CT . Using (5-4) we write
g D .g1;    ; gr/ and h D .h1;    ; hr/ where gi ; hi 2 T ŒNi . In this way we can identify .g; h/ as
an element of CT by:
T  T Š  R=Z2 Š CW DC=2i.ZC Z/ D C=
.x C Z; y C Z/ 7!2i.x C y/C
T r  T r ŠCT D Cr
.g; h/ 7! g1 C h1;    ; gr C hr DW .g0; h0/:
(5-5)
Here we abuse the notation: gi 2 R is actually gi C Z inR=Z and .gi C hi/ is actually 2i.gi C
hi/C in C. Since gi ; hi 2 T ŒNi , we have this lemma.
Lemma 5.2.4 e point .g0; h0/ actually lives in CG D CŒN1      CŒNr . And hence a group
isomorphism
G G Š CG :
Notice that CG is the support of the sheaf EG.M/.
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Lemma 5.2.5 EG.pt/ D OCG , thus its global section is isomorphic to CGG .
Proof. At a pointp 2 CT ,we haveEG.pt/p D HT ..T Gpt/p/˝HTOCT ;0 D H.BG/˝HTOCT ;0.
However, we knowH n.BGIC/ D 0 for n  1 andH 0.BGIC/ D C. Hence EG.pt/p Š C.is
proves this lemma. 
om section for orbifold orientation Let t W MU ! H be an orientation of the ordinary
cohomology given by the characteristic series f dened in (5-2). We call this orientation the orbifold
(elliptic) orientation. Notice that the function f satises a simpler translation formula than that of
Weierstrass  -function (4-7):
f .x C 2i.l C k// D exp. kz/f .x/: (5-6)
Our analysis for sigma orientation easily leads our to the existence ofom section extending the
orbifold orientation.
eorem 5.2.6 LetV=X be a complexT -vector bundle over a T - space of homotopy type ofT -complex.
en there exists aom section with respect to the orbifold orientation.
Proof. We sketch the denition of the classF . Let W T r ! T be a homomorphism corresponding
to reductionm W Hp ! T .
 ForHp D f.r1t;    ; rr t / j t 2 T Œd g and p D .r1a;    ; rra/ for some a 2 CŒd , we li a
to ˛ such that d˛ D 2i.LCK/ 2 C. We dene
F W D exp ˚K
d
z
X
i
.rii/
	Y
f .xi C rii˛/
 For Hp D Wif.ri1t;    ; rir t / j t 2 T Œdi g and p D Pi.ri1ai ;    ; rirai/ for some ai 2
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CŒd , we li ai to ˛i such that di˛i D 2i.Li CKi/ 2 C. We dene
F W D exp ˚X
j
 Kj
dj
z
X
i
.rj ii/
	Y
i
f .xi C
X
j
rj ii˛i/
 For point of innite order we set d D1, then we let Kj1 D 0 in above formula.
It is easy to check these formulas are independent of the choice , ˛i and areW.m/- invariant and
W equivariant. 
5.3 Orbifold Elliptic Genus of Finite Abelian Groups
In this section we write down the formula ofom section for orbifold orientation in Grojnowski’s
G-equivariant elliptic cohomology for a nite abelian group G.en we show that the section is
formally the orbifold elliptic genus dened by Borisov and Libgober.
Fixed submanifolds Given two elements g; h 2 G. We need to explain the notionM .g;h/. On
the one hand, Borisov and Libgober deneM .g;h/ WDM g \M h the manifold xed by the subset
generated by g and h. On the other hand, via the identication (5-5), we can regardM .g;h/ asM .g 0;h0/
the manifoldMH.g0;h0/xed by the subgroupH.g 0;h0/ of T r . We will show that these two denitions
are identical.
Lemma 5.3.1 LetD be a subgroup ofT r and suppose thatp D .g1Ch1;    ; grChr/ 2 CD  Cr ,
then both elements g WD .g1;    ; gr/ and h WD .h1;    ; hr/ actually belong to CD .
Proof. AssumeD D D1 _    _Dk is generated by cyclic subgroupsDi WD f.li1t;    ; lir t / j t 2
T ŒNi g, then we know CD D CD1 _    _ CDk . Hence we can nd integers xi ; yi such that
p D .g1 C h1;    ; gr C hr/ D .
X
i
li1
xi C yi
Ni
;    ;
X
i
lir
xi C yi
Ni
/ 2 CD
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en we have
.g1;    ; gr/ D .
X
i
li1
xi C 0
Ni
;    ;
X
i
lir
xi C 0
Ni
/ 2 CD1 _    _ CDk D CD
.h1;    ; hr/ D .
X
i
li1
0C yi
Ni
;    ;
X
i
lir
0C yi
Ni
/ 2 CD1 _    _ CDk D CD
is proves this lemma. 
Lemma 5.3.2 Given g D .g1;    ; gr/ 2 T ŒN1      T ŒNr  D G. Let P.g; 0/; P.0; g/ be the
corresponding points P.g; 0/ WD .g1 C 0;    ; gr C 0/ and P.0; g/ WD .0C g1;    ; 0C gr/
in CG .en these subgroups of G are equal: hgi D H.P.g; 0// D H.P.0; g//, where the group
H.P.g; 0// is the groupHP.g;0/ dened before.
Proof. First express the cyclic subgroup hgi in the standard form: hgi D f.l1t;    ; lr t / j t 2
T ŒDg, where gcd.l1;    ; lr/ D 1. Also we write gi D li
 
A
D
C Z 2 T ŒD for some integer
1  A  D with gcd.A;D/ D 1. (In fact, g 2 f.l1s;    ; lrs/ j s 2 T Œ Dgcd.A;D/ g) We know
Chgi D f.l1s;    ; lrs/ j s 2 CŒDg. Choosing s D AC0D or 0CAD of CŒD, this gives us that both
P.g; 0/ and P.0; g/ 2 Chgi.is tells us hgi  H.P.g; 0// and hgi  H.P.0; g/.
Since H.P.g; 0//  hgi is a subgroup of a cyclic group, we can assume that H.P.g; 0// D
hBgi for some integer B . Hence H WD H.P.g; 0// D f.l1Bt;    ; lrBt/ j t 2 T ŒDg and
CH D f.l1Bs;    ; lrBs/ j s 2 CŒDg. Since P.g; 0/ 2 CH there exists integers X; Y such that
liB
XCY
D
D li AC0D .is gives us
D j li.BX   A/ for all i: (5-7)
Since gcd.l1;    ; lr/ D 1 we have D j .BX   A/. On the other hand, we know gcd.A;D/ D 1
there exists integers ˛; ˇ such that  ˛A C ˇD D 1.us D j ˛.BX   A/ C ˇD D ˛BX C 1.
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Finally, this gives us
hgi D f.l1t;    ; lr t / j t 2 T ŒDg
D f.l1. ˛BX/t;    ; lr. ˛BX/t/ j t 2 T ŒDg
 f.l1Bt;    ; lrBt/ j t 2 T ŒDg
D H.P.g; 0//
(5-8)
Hence we proved hgi D H.P.g; 0//. Similarly, we have hgi D H.P.0; g// and this completes the
proof. 
Now we can show these two notions ofM .g;h/ are the same.
eorem 5.3.3 Let g D .g1;    ; gr/ and h D .h1;    ; hr/ be two elements inZ=N1     Z=Nr .
As in (5-5) we identify .g; h/ as an element p D .g1 C h1;    ; gr C hr/ 2 Cr .en we have
M g \M h DMH.p/.
Proof. We knowM g \M h DM hg;hi, thus it is enough to prove that hg; hi D hgi _ hhi D H.p/.
By lemma 5.3.1 we knowboth .g1C0;    ; grC0/; .0Ch1;    ; 0Chr/ 2 CH.p/. By lemma 5.3.2
we have that both subgroups hgi and hhi are contained inH.p/.is gives us hg; hi  H.p/.
On the other hand, as in the proof of lemma 5.3.2, we can write g D .l1 XD1 ;    ; lr XD1 / and
h D .k1 YD2 ;    ; kr YD2 / where gcd.l1;    ; lr/ D gcd.k1;    ; kr/ D 1. We know that hgi D
f.l1t;    ; lr t / 2 G j t 2 T ŒD1g and hhi D f.k1t;    ; kr t / 2 G j t 2 T ŒD2g.
us we have p D .g1 C h1;    ; gr C hr/ D .l1 XD1 C k1 YD2 ;    ; lr XD1 C kr Y D2 / D
.l1
X
D1
;    ; lr XD1 /C .k1 YD2 ;    ; kr Y D2 / 2 ChgiCChhi by picking XC0D1 2 CŒD1 and 0CYD2 2 CŒD2.
is gives usH.p/  hgi _ hhi and completes the proof. 
Comparison We now write down the relation between theom section associated to the orbifold
orientation and the orbifold genus dened in Sec. 5.1.
eorem 5.3.4 ere is aom section   ofEl lG.M TM / extending the orbifold elliptic orientation
for the the virtual vector bundle  TM D .0; TM/, where TM is the tangent bundle ofM . Pushing
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forward   to El lG.pt/ we have a global section   0of OCG .e value of   0 at .g; h/ coincides with
the summand ˚g; h of equation (5-3).
Proof. We write down the computation for G D Z=N1  Z=N2 case.e general case follows
easily.
Let V W D  TM and denote p D .g; h/. According to previous chapter, we shall adapt this
denition:
 p D F
T .V;m; NP /
F Tı .V;m; NP /
2 HT ..T G M/p/˝HT OCT (5-9)
We know
HT ..T G M/p/ D HT .T G Mp/ D H.ET T T G Mp/ D H.EG G Mp/:
Considering the bration Mp ! EG G Mp ! BG. Since G is a nite abelian group, the
rational cohomology ringH n.BGIQ/ is 0 for n  1.us we have an isomorphismH n.MpIC/ Š
H n.EG G MpIC/ D H nG.MpIC/ for n  1. us the Borel class degenerates to its non-
equivariant class:
 p D F
T .V;m; Np/
F Tı .V;m; Np/
D F.V;m; Np/
Fı.V;m; Np/ D F?.V;m; Np/;
where as usualm is a homomorphism from T to the maximal torus of SU.d/ and Np 2 CT is a li
of the point p 2 CT .
More precisely, assume that .g; h/ corresponds to p 2 CŒN1  CŒN2 D CG . We write p D
.ra; r 0a/C.sb; s0b/ for some a 2 CŒD1,b 2 CŒD2 and gcd.r; r 0/ D gcd.s; s0/ D 1. Li a 2 CŒD1
to ˛ D 2i L1CK1
D1
2 C and li b 2 CŒD2 toˇ D 2i L2CK2D2 2 C. Also when .m;m0/ W T 2 ! T
be a li of a homomorphismHp ! T forHp D f.rt; r 0t / j t 2 T ŒD1g _ f.st; s0t / j t 2 T ŒD2g.
Now the local section  p 2 HT2..T 2 H M/pIC/ D H.EG G Mp/ at a point p 2 C2 is given
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by
 p D F
Fı
D
Q
ı f .xj /
exp 2ifK1
D1
I.rmC r 0m0; z/C K2
D2
I.smC s0m0; z/g
 1Q
f
 
xj C .rmj C r 0m0j /˛ C .smj C s0m0j /ˇ
 ; (5-10)
where recall the product
Q
ı is given by
Q
ı D
Y
rmjCr 0m0j0 mod D1
and smjCs0m0j0 mod D2
(5-11)
also notice that the fraction
Q
ı f .xj /Q
f
 
xj C .rmj C r 0m0j /˛ C .smj C s0m0j /ˇ
 (5-12)
is the Euler class ef .V p ,! V / of the normal bundle V p ,! V .
Remark 5.3.5: Since V D  TM D .0; TM/, the formula for  p looks like the reciprocal of the
formula given inm. 5.2.6.
We can link the above expression to Borisov and Libgober’s original denition. First,
.rmj C r 0m0j /˛ C .smj C s0m0j /ˇ D mj .r˛ C sˇ/Cm0j .r 0˛ C s0ˇ/
Dmj
 rL1 C rK1
D1
C sL2 C sK2
D2
Cm0j  r 0L1 C r 0K1D1 C s
0L2 C s0K2
D2

DL1
D1
.mj r Cm0j r 0/C
L2
D2
.mj s Cm0j s0/C
K1
D1
.mj r Cm0j r 0/C
K2
D2
.mj s Cm0j s0/
D r L1
D1
C s L2
D2

mj C
 
r 0
L1
D1
C s0L2
D2
/

m0j C
 
r
K1
D1
C sK2
D2

mj  C
 
r 0
K1
D1
C s0K2
D2

m0j 
(5-13)
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On the other hand, the point p 2 C2 actually corresponds to .g; h/ 2 G2 by :
p D .ra; r 0a/C .sb; s0b/
D  r L1
D1
C s L2
D2
C .r K1
D1
C sK2
D2
/; r 0
L1
D1
C s0L2
D2
C .r 0K1
D1
C s0K2
D2
/
 (5-14)
us we have
g D .r L1
D1
C s L2
D2
; r 0
L1
D1
C s0L2
D2
/
h D .r K1
D1
C sK2
D2
; r 0
K1
D1
C s0K2
D2
/:
(5-15)
In the exponential part of equation (5-10):
K1
D1
I.rmC r 0m0; z/C K2
D2
I.smC s0m0; z/
Dz
X
i
mi
 
K1
D1
r C K2
D2
s
C zX
i
m0i
 
K1
D1
r 0 C K2
D2
s0
 (5-16)
Finally, we can relate equation (5-13) with .g/; .h/, which are rotation numbers of a line bundleLj
by an action of g or h.is can be done if we view the homomorphism .m;m0/ W A D hg; hi ! T
as the action of A on bundles TM .g;h/.at is
.g/ D
X
i
 
r
L1
D1
C s L2
D2

mi C
 
r 0
L1
D1
C s0L2
D2

m0i
.h/ D
X
i
 
r
K1
D1
C sK2
D2

mi C
 
r 0
K1
D1
C s0K2
D2

m0i :
(5-17)
us we can write
 .g;h/ D 1
exp

2iz.h/
Q
.g;h/ f

xi C .g/C .h/
 (5-18)
where recall .g; h/ is the normal bundle ofM .g;h/ ,!M . Consider the brationMp  ! EG G
Mp
 ! EG G pt D BG, when applying the Umkehr map Š (with respect to the orientation f )
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to  p 2 EG.Mp/p to EG.pt/p we have
Š. p/ D
Z
Mp
Y
TMp
uj
f .uj /
1
exp

2iz.h/
Q
.g;h/ f

xi C .g/C .h/
 (5-19)
which is exactly the element
R
M .g; h/ 	g; h of equation (5-3). 
Remark 5.3.6: Above computations hint us that  .g;h/ is independent of the embeddingG ,! Tn
of (5-4).
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